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FOREWORD
Buildings, things of wood and stone,
equipment-laboratories w i t h instruments
and materials, although useful in carrying
forward its program, do not make a school.
The old definition of a school, "Mark Hopkins at one end of a log and Garfield at
the other end," still holds good. In other
words the student and the teacher are the
two essential elements of a school. A good
teacher will find the instruments of instruction and will make ways and means of obtaining a building.
Similarly a spiritual institution is not
builded of things material but rather of the
ideals of men and women. Recognizing these
facts, the present officers of the Association
wish to honor the founders of The Colored
Teachers' State Association of Texas, by
dedicating this issue of the Standard to their
m"mory.
Ellie Walls Montgomery,
Secretary-Treasurer.
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A PRAYER FOR TEACHERS
O Lord of Learning and of Learners, we
are at best but blunderers in this godlike busi11ess of teaching.
Our shortcomings shame us, for we are not
alone in paying the penalty for them; they
have a sorry immortality in the maimed minds
of tho.e whom we, in our blunderings, mislead.
We have been content to be merchants of
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dead yesterdays, when we should have been
guides into unborn tomorrows.
We have put conformity to old customs
above curiosity about new ideas.
We have thought more about our subject
than about our object.
We have been peddlers of petty accuracies,
when we should have been priests and prophets of abundant living.
We have schooled our students to be clever competitors in the world as it is, when we
should have been helping them to become
creative co-operators in the making of the
world as it is to be.
We have regarded our schools as training
camps for an existing society to the exclusion
of making them working-models of an evolvini:r society.
We have counted knowledge more precious
than wisdom.
We have tried to teach our students what
to think instead of how to think.
We have thought it our business to furnish
the minds of our students, when we should
have been laboring to free their minds.
And we confess that we have fallen into
these sins of the school room because it has
been the easiest way. It has been easier to
tr ll our students about the motionless past
that we can ·1earn once for all than to join
with them i_n tryin g to understand the movinp;
present th at must be studied afresh each
mornin g.
From ti ese sins of sloth may we be freed.
May we realize that it is important to
know the past only th at we may live wisely
in the present.
Help us to be more interested in stimulating the builders of modern cathedrals than
in retailing to students the glories of ancient
temoles.
Give us to see that a student's memory
should be a tool as well as a treasure-chest. ·
Hein us to say "do" oftener than we sav
"don't."
Mav we so awaken interest that discipline
will be less and l"ss necessary.
Help us to real' ·~~ that, in the deepest sense,
we cannot teach :mvhody anything; that the
best we can do is to h ~lo them to learn for
thr mselves.
Save us from the blight of specialism; give
us reverence for our materials, that we may
master the fa cts of our particular fields, hut
help us to see that all far.ts are dead until
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they are related to the rest of knowledge
and to the rest of life.
May we kn ow how to "relate the coal
scuttle to the universe."
Help us to see that education is, after all,
hut the adventure of trying to make ourselves
at home in the modern world.
May we be shepherds of the spirit as well
as masters of the mind.
Give us. 0 Lord of Learners. a sense of
the di vinity of our undertaking.- Gle:nn
Frank.

PAY WHICH JS NOT TSSUED
!N CHECKS
mr-, ri nted from TE~TED TRUTHS)
Th" other da,· a f!TO llD of school tead1ers
wa talki ng rather di sconsolately ab out the
fart tha t school teachers as a group rlo not
llf't on in the world very rauidly in the way
~f monev. school tear-he;·s who put more into
thf' i0h an.rl p robabl y p-Pt ]Pss pro portionate
tangibl e ri>turns than anv other workmen unless we except prf'achers and physicians,
teachPr,:. ,rho d0 cl as1mw m work from 8:30
a. m. to 3 p. m .. som"tirnes without rest even
nt lu nrh neriods-who have meetinp-s hcfore
ari il aftPr sr-hool-wh0 corrPct na JJers ancl
notehooks far up into th e n · ght- who fill a l1
cl"v Saturdavs an d somel imc-c; PV"n S~ nday
aftPrnoons with extra curricular activities---"and wh o are charp-ed up bv the rommunitv
with all the shortcoming-s - of nri>sf'nt dav
vouth. !m t are not /!iven credit for anv of
their virt11e,:.
·
Th f'se tear-hers werf' mentioning the fact
that eve 1 children pass from 1m er their
instrnction an d in n ~urpri~inr-lv ~h0rt t.imf'
ar" en ilowf'd wi th this world's g-oorls in a11antitiPs far WPa ter than their hel0vPd ini:'trnctorf' ever possess.
B11t stav a moment! Ts mon cv after all so
im nnrtnnt? Someone has antlv s~id that monev vill nurchase evervthing- hut happine1-iand is a passport to every place except heaven.
Do you remember that summer when, in
a distant city, a voung man widelv known
for oratorical ability and acclaimed as a recreational leader grasped your hand and
said, "Whatever I am, I owe to vou. When
I was a little insignificant black boy in your
school room, one day I wrote you a theme.
You read it and told me that lhad the ahil-
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ity to write and to speak. Up to that time I
had never dreamed that I could do anything."
Did any check which vou ever drew bring
such joy as his words brought?
And don't you recall that day when a le ter in a familiar handwriting unexpectedly
arrived from another state and with unhe •
lieving eyes you beheld a good sized real
check and reading something to this effect:
"Here is a small tokPn ro me to tell you that
I think of you daily. J may not have donr
all you hoped for me, but you gave me mY
r-hance when J needed help and J want t0
,:l,0w mv gratitude." Was tl{ere ever anvbody
rirher than ,•ou in that moment?
Then one n i)!ht at a hrilliant social affair.
a gi rl wno was sparkli ng and resplendcn·.
the lifo nf the party, came beaming upon
you and rem inded von that a few years ago
~he was sick and discouraged and ready t n
/!iVf' up. hut you discovered that it was h er
mind and not her hodv that needed cure:
tl-- ri hv r arefoll v !=elected re.adin 17 matter and
me11 tal sur-gcsli~n vo11 put her on the road t<>
mental health and physical vigor. Can the
untanglin g of a human life be estimated i,,
terms of money?
H. G. Wells, the gre t historian of 0ur dav.
whe!1 asked to name the ~ix ::rreatest men 0f
all time. thought over the question for a few
days, then presented thf'se · names: Jesus of
Nazareth. Bnrl,1a. Asnb. Ari~totle. R0ger Racon. Abraham Lincoln.
What a li st! Onl v one rich man and only
one kin g in the list-Asoka. And he was gre t
her-ausP he gave all he bad to make better
his subjects. Everv man 0f thf' six ai:hieved
lasting famP not hPcause 0£ what he had. but
bePrnse of what he gave.
I -w onder if those tPachers are not rich
without money ?

THE OCCASION FOR TRTS ISSUE
In the fall of ] 926 whPn mv friPnd!I nrged
me to become a can<lidate for the offirr of
secretarv-trf'asurn I at first demurrPd. °Whf'n
somP of tho~P whll had known me since childhood represented to me that I could nerform
a real servir-e to thP or!!"aniz;ition in the m<1tter of recnrcl h nning- I allowed my name to
he use<l. Followin!! mv election at the Waro
meeting that vear T learned that mv dutie~
consisted solelv of keeping the :finandal r nc.
ord of the association , that the official ste-
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nographer and the exerutive serretarv look"cl
after other records.
However. after a short time I found that
there was no official record of the association
in the form of a ledger which contain ed a
co mpl ete history of the proceedin~s of the
organization. A large ledger was later put
into my hands but thi s contains only the
record from 1915 to 1919. From time to time
I expressed tl1e desire to get together a complete hi story of the body but was hampered
both in the matter of time and money. It finally occurred to me that an issue of the
Standard would be the correct vehicle for
this project. I broached tbe matter to the
executive committee wbo at once sanctioned
tbe idea. The occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the association was an opportune
time and so the committee voted that the second issue of the 1935 Standard be devoted to
the history of the body.
I have practically a complete file of the
Standard since November 1926; friends
have been kind in letting me use old programs and souvenirs of earlier years. Many
of the sketches have been obtained from the
subjects themselves, just as many more have
been asked for but not obtained. The greatest difficulty has been experienced in gathering cuts of former presidents and in establishing the years of service of the same.
There are doubtless some mistakes and
many imperfections in this effort. No doubt
somebody who played an important part in
the early days of the Association has not even
been mentioned. Such an oversight must be
charged up to my ignorance an·d to ilie incompleteness of older records.
Will not the teachers of the state accept
this as a he!!inning of a complete record and
send in to the secretary-treasurer. Ellie Walls
Montgomery. 2802 Francis Street, Houston ,
any names and items which you think should
be added to this? Thanks!

HISTORY OF ST ATE TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATION
PART I
Introductory Matter: Early Days
The Colored Teachers' State Association
of Texas was organized at Prairie View,
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Texas at the State 1ormn l and Jndu,atrial
College in JS:15. Suc h mc!1 as J. ~ . B,1qrnn.
Waco ; F. W. Cross, Houslo n: . 1• W. Harl eP,
Dallas; J. R. E. Lee. Marshall: .l. ' '7 . Tildo:,i .
Waxahachie; M. H. Brodes, Prai rie View;
C. W. Jarbo n. Corsicana; A. J. Moore.
Wa co: T. M. Terrell, ft. Worth: David Abner.
Marshall ; J. R. Gih,:011. GalvP<;lnn: T. H
Mahso n, Galve,:ton . and L. C. And erson ol
Prairie Vi ew were the h•adi 11~ sp ir;ts of 1h r
Or/!an izati on.
From the ver y ht',!!iP11in '.!; th ~ i\s~o~·iati oi~
has held the hi l!h id al of prom oting pro•
fcssionalism amon:' its members. Hence it
hit upon the idea of havin~ an annual mePt ·
in~ to whi ch were invited men of culture
and attainment of both races to lecture anci
to hold conferences on general and specific
problems of education. The personnel of
these visitors included state officials especially members of the State Depart~ent of
Education, presidents and faculty members
of important institutions of learnino both
. T
r
m exas and in other states. From the beginning it has maintained a friendly relationship with the Texas State Teachers Association (white) and has enioyed from
time to time visits from many of the latter's
prominent guests.
Another ideal which the Association vi!!ualized from the outset was the makinar of
better conditions in the public schools for
our hoys and girls. Consequently contacts
were made and held with the State Departwent of Education which haVf• led to the
improvement of Negro schools both in the
rities and in rural districts.
A third anil 'lot less important ambition
of the Association was to establish more
amicable relations between the races of the
state in all matters upon which the general
welfare depends. How well it has succeeded
in this is evidenced hy some of the recent
inter-racial programs sponsored by the two
state tear·her organizations.
As was indicated in the editorial, there is
not at my disposf!l anv official record of thf
early days. so t h 1t I turn to the lives ol
the founders for in hrern·es as to the early
history of the Associati on.
During the fift y years of its life the Association ha;; enjoyed the leadership of fortyseven splendid men as presidents. They follow:
0
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PRESIDENTS OF THE TEXAS STATE COLORED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
1885-1934
1. L. C. Anderson . . .. .... ... ...... ... .
2. T. H. Mabson {Deceased) . .......... .
3. J. R. Gibson .. .. . . .. ... .... . ..... .
4. Da,·id Abner (Deceased ) . . ....... . . .
5. I. M. Terrell ( Dece::s~d ) . . .. ..... .. .
G. A. J. Moore (Deceased ) ..... ... .. . .
7. G. W. Jackson ......... ... .. ... . .. .
8. M. H. Broyles ..................... .
9 . .J. W. Tildon (Deceased ) . .. . . ...... .
10. J . R. E. Lee ... .. ... . ..... . ........ .
11. ' . W. Harlee ( Deceased) .. .. ....... .
12. F. W. Gross {Deceased ) .. .... .... . .
13. I. M. Burgan (Deceased ) ........ ... .
14. M. W. Dogan .... .. .... . ........... .
l.5. H. B. Fry . . (Deceased ) .......... . .
l 6. E. L. Blackshear {Deceased ) ... . ..... .
17. W. T. McCall (Deceased) ........... .
13. R. S. Lovinggood (Deceased ) ....... .
19. W. C. Rollins .. . : .... . ..... . ...... .
20. \V. H. Burnett . .. . .. .... ........... .
21. H. T. Davis ...... .. .............. .
22. J. A. Kirk (Deceased) .. .. ........ . .
23. T. J. Charlton (Deceased ) . ... .... . .
24-. A. S. Jackson .. ...... .... . .... . .. . .
25. W. L. D. · J ohnson , Sr. . .... . .... . . . .
26. W. L. Davis .... . . .. .... .. ........ .
27. ~ - A. Ranks .... .. .. ... ........ . .. .
28. B. Y. Aycock (Deceased ) . . .. .. .. ... .
29. Jas. D. R yan ...... .. . . ..... ...... .
30. C. F. Car r . .. . . ...... ... ........ . .
31. T. K. Pri ce . .... ....... ...... . .. . . .
32. A. E. Holland .......... . . .. .. .. .. . .
33. L. B. Kinchion ..... . ...... .. ..... . .
3-L E. D. Pi erson (Deceased ) . .. . .. ... .. .
35. J. W. Sanford .. . ... . .. . . ... .. .... . .
% . ]. H. Rowe .. .... .. .... . ... . .. . .. ..
37. H. B. P emberton . .... ... .. . .. . . ... .
:rn. \\ Ill. Coleman .. ... ..... .... .. .... . .
39. T. T. P ollard .. . .. . . . .. . . ... . .... . .
40. W. R. Banks .......... . ..... . . . ... .
41. J. J. Hh oads . ..... . ........ . ... .. . .
42. 0. /\ . Fuller {Deceased ) .. ......... .
43. A. \'\ !. Jackson ............ .. .... . . .
44. A. \V. McDonald ....... .......... . .
45. T. W. Pratt . ... . ... . .. .. . . ....... .
46. C. 0. Rogers (Resigned) .. ...... ... .
47. T. B. Mitchell ..................... .

Prairie View . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1885-1889
Galveston ........ . ........... 1889-1890
Galveston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1890-1891
Marshall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1891-1892
Fort Worth .... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. 1892-1893
Waco ....... . ... . ... .. . ...... 1893-1894
Corsicana ........ .. .. . ... . .... 1894-1895
Prairie View . . .. .. . .... . . ..... 1895-1896
Waxahachie ... ..... .. . ....... . 1896-1897
Marshall . ....... . . ... .. ...... 1897-1898
Dallas .. .... ........ . . . ..... . 1898-1899
Victoria .. ... .. ......... . ... . . 1899-1900
Waco ............ . ........... 1900-1901
Marshall ..................... 1901-1902
Bastrop ...... .... ... .. ... . ... 1902-1903
Prairie View ... . ... . .... . ..... 1903-1904
Austin ...... ....... . ... .. .... 1904-1905
Austin .... ..... ..... ....... .. 1905-1906
Prairie View .. . ....... .. ... . . 1906-1907
Terrell .. .... ...... ... .... .. .. 1907-1908
Galveston ....... ..... . ..... ... 1908-1909
Waco .... .. .. .... .. . ......... 1909-1910
Beaumont .. . . .... ........ .... 1910-1911
Waco ............ ........ .... 1911-1912
Houston ...................... 1912-1913
Hempstead . . ...... .. .... . ..... 1913-1914
Prairie View .. ..... . ....... .. . 1914-1915
Rockdale ............ ... .. .... 1915-1916
Houston ..... . .. ......... .. . .. 1916-1917
Palestine .... .............. . . . 1917-1918
Mexia . ... ...... ...... .. ...... 1918-1919
Palestine .. ....... ..... ..... .. 1919-1920
Belton ... . . .. ..... .. .. . ...... 1920-1921
Houston . .. ........ ... ........ 1921-1922
Hillsboro .... ................. 1922-1923
Prairi e View ........ ........ . . 1923-1924
Marshall ......... . .. . .. .. . ... 1924-1925
El Paso .......... .. .......... 1925-1926
Beaumont ..... .... ... ...... . . 1926-1927
Prairie View .. . ... ........ .. .. 1927-1928
Marshall ... .......... . ... .... 1928-1929
Marshall .... .. . ........ ... .. . 1929-1930
Rosenberg ........ ... . ........ 1930-1931
Galveston . .. .. ... .. ........... 1931-1932
Dallas .. .. .. .... . .. . .... ..... 1932-1933
Corsicana .......... . . . ........ 1933-1934
Kendleton . . .. ..... . .... ... ... 1934-1935
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Tai TIX.A.I
PART II
BIOGR.APHICAL SKETCHEJ
Men Who Have Shaped 1he Organization

A glance at the list of presidents reveals
that eleven of the forty-seven are deceased.
All of these had splendid recordr,. The om ·,.
!!ion of the names of any from the biographical sketches means that the informati n..,
was not made available to me. In some in~tances relatives promised materials over a
period of several months but up to the date
cf our going to pres, did not ■ upply the
,ame.

L. C. ANDERSON, FirJt PreJideni
1884-1888

Mr. L. C. Anderson, first president of the
organization began his public work in Texas
in 1880, immediately after his graduation
from Fisk University, as assistant principal
of Prairie View Normal and Industrial College of which institution his brother, Prof.
E rnest H. Anderson, was second principal.
pon the death of his brother shortly afterwards, he became principal of Prairie
View. He at once proved himself a splendid
0rganizer, executive and disciolinarian. The
da~s work was thorough and exemplary.
To qu ote Mr. R. P. Neal, one of Mr. An derson's classmates, who has written about
Mr. Anderson :
" In th ose earl y da ys, all the business of
tli school was entrm ted to the principal.
wh o in this instance, showed satisfactory
skill in its management especia lly so, in the
rnanagemC'nl or the building program and
the procurin g of suppl ies for the school.
"He seems to have had the confiden<'e
and fav or of the State Board of Education
a:1d State Officials from the beginning, as it
was customary for them to call him in consu ltati on on matters as a whole, on expan sion, disciplin e, and improvement of the
Colo red Schools of the State of Texas. Thi s
method has been continued by the State
Superintendent's office even up to the present
date.
"Prof. L. C. Anderson , havin g served in
the .capacity of principal and otherwise of
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial
College seventeen years, resigned his position to accept the principalship of the E.
H. Ander■o n Hiih School, Au,tin , T~u,,

ITAN•A1t•
10 named in honor of his brother, Erne1t
H. Anderson, 1econd principal of Prairie
View Normal and Indu1trial College.
"Having ,erved with a high meaaura .., f
efficiency and acceptabilitv, he held the
principalship of the E. H. Anderson High
School 34 years, and resigned only on account of depleted health at the dote of the
school year, 1929. However, the Board of
Education, Austin, Texas, is still retaining
his services as Professor .of Latin, which
position at this date, April 24, 1930, he ,till
holds.
"Hundreds of the most prom1smg youn~
ladies and gentlemen have graduated from
Prairie View Normal and Industrial Colle~e,
under the tutorship of the Andersons, and
have gone out into the world and are doing
effective work, as principals and teacher■ in
the public schools of Texas. Some hue
prosecuted their studies to completion in our
Liberal Arts Colleges, and are now doing
much commendable work along professional
lines. Some have entered Law and Medical
Schools, thus becoming lawyers and doctors
with good records and doing much commendable work. Some have become carpenters, engineers, scientific farmers and farm
directors and others have entered the Civ"J
Service and are working for the Government
of the United States.
"Prof. Anderson has also sent out l1undreds of graduates from the E. H. Anderson
High School who have done laudable work
as teachers and as functionaries in many
other capacities and vocations."
During the past few years Mr. Anderson
has been the recipient of many honors both
at the hands of the local citizenry of Austin,
colored and white, and of the state at large.
J\otabl y Prairie View State College honored
him upon the occasion of its Jubilee Celebration of fift y years of successful operation
held in May, 1935.

/. R. Gibson, third president, 1890-1891 ,
i!! I am told , a native Ohi oan . For manv
,·ears he has been the prin cipal of Ct> nlr~l
High School in Galveston and still ho1ds the
enviabl e reputation of bein g one of the best
mathematicians in the state.
Da vid Abner. 1891-1892. will perh aps bf'
best remembered for the long years of service and substanti al type of work which he
did at Conroe Collei:-e.
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I. M. Terrell, ] 892-1893, has to his memory two lasting monuments, the I. M. Terrell
High School in Ft. Worth of which hf' \\ as
prim:ipa l fo r more than thirty years and the
Houston Iegro Hospital in the establi shment
of which instituti on he played a prominent
part. Mr. Terrell was also for a short time
pri1, cipal of Prairie View Colleµ e. He reared
a sp lendid fami ly. one son of which lives in
Houston.
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contains one of the largest and best appointed auditoriums for Colored People in the
entire South. A special thing of beauty is its
beautiful and expensive pipe organ. To quote
from College Views:
"The history of the Florida Agrit:ultural
and Mechanical College is entwined wit',
every economic, social and political move·
ment that has affected the citizens of thi s
State. If the movement did not find its germi A. !. Moore, 1893-1894, left his memorial nation here, it did gain some of its stimulain the form of the Moore High Sr hoo! a l tion from this center and in many instances
it has been the responsibility of the admin Waco. Texas.
istration of the co llege to recoup the efforhi
G. W, Jackson, 1894-1895, has ],e~n a stal- of grou ps struggling for expansion and save
wart character in 1egro educatiollal and them from the possibility of losing their hard
fraternai circles in Texas fo r half a centu rv. earned advantages."
He gradua ted from Fisk Universit y in 1884,
During the summer of 1935 the ationa'
N. ; 1887, A. B., after which he cast his lot Association of Teachers in Colored School11
in th e public schools of Corsicana. His di -• held its thirty-second annual meeting at
rection can be seen underlying every pro- Florida A. & M. as guests of Mr. J. R. E.
gressive step taken in the Negro schools Lee who was its first president when it met
during this period. How well he is esteemed in Nashville, Tenn. in 1904. One irresistibly
by the Corsicana School Board is rvidenced says "dynamic" when searching for an adby the fact that several yea rs ago the hoard jective to describe Mr. Lee.
gave him a trip to Tuskegee for the pur pose
M. W. Dogan, 1900-1901, was introduced
of studying that instituti on with a vie~ to
at
the Inter-racial meeting of the State
establish departments of manual training and
homf! economics in th.- Corsican a Hi n-h Teachers Association last year as the Dean
of Texas College Presidents in as much · as
School. Another evidence of this esteem is
he has been president of Wiley College for
s en in the fact that the hie:h chool was
f o r t y y e a r s.
The excellent growth
named for him while he yet lived.
of the institution says more about the man
In a fraternal war, Mr. Jackson is best who has headed it than any eulogistic words
known as Grand Master. Gra nd United Orrlf'r directly about him. Wiley College has been
of Odd Fellows.
highly rated by the Association of Southern
M. II. Brnvles. 1895- i /l96. t'.lught a t Prai - Colleges and Secondary Sehools. by tht>
rie ViP11· and at Housto ·1 B1pti ~t AcarleJ11Y. General Education Board, by the North
He also practiced law in Houston. HP w;,;;; Carolina Board of Education: and hy the
Ameriea n Medical Association.
noted as a thi nke r a nd 1, latfonn le turn.
For a long time Wiley has been ahead of
! . W. Tildon, 1896-1897 worked in Wax- rmmv s ·hools in that it has its variou1 acahachie and in Ft. Worth where he hot]
tfri ti.es separately housed. Some of its more
t1ught school and practiced mrd icirw.
recent achievements are the securing of an
!. R. E. Lee, 1897-1 898. is a nati ve of Lono-. f'ndowmen t fund and a new library buildinj.':.
vi w, Texas an d a p;raduatc of Bishop Col - Her teachers are among the best prepared in
lege. Mr. Lee tau:rht a t Prairi e View a11d a! the racP. Gov. Allred of Texas recently honTuskegee at both of whi ch places he rn f! cle· a ored Wil ey by appointing Dr. Dogan as a ·
iine repu tation. At present he is presidf'nt of mf'mber of the Texas Committee to the San
Florida Ar:ricultural and Mechaniral Collr«f' Die:ro Exposition now being held in Caliat Tallah assee. This is one of th e ol! tslandi;:!! forni a.
land-grant co lleges in tlw So11th. hm in~
E. L. Blacksh ear, 1903-1904, is a name that
·seven departmen ts. viz: A!! ri r ult11rP. l-Jom;
11 ;} l be long loved and remembered in Texas.
Economics, Lihera l Arts. IJ;:sir. Nurse Trai11 For several years he was principal of Prairie
ing, Mechanic Arts. and Tcarhrr Traininn,.. View Normal and Industrial College and
The administration building of tl1is school hundreds of men and women all over the
0
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state live to bless him for personal favors and
for the silent influence which he wielded on
their liv~s. Institutions and clubs in various
communities have been named after him.
One of the most outstanding of these is
Blackshear Elementary School, Houston , Tex-

courses in our colleges with a view, if possible, to raise the s~andarrl."
An interesting program which includrd a
primary department, int rmediate departmf'Pt,
high school department, college department,
manual training and domestic art department,
and a grand musical filled up the three days.
This meeting unanimousi y elected L. C.
R. S. Lovinggood. 1905-1906, is kn own
1\ nclerson to conduct the School of Methods
best by his years of efficient sP.rvice as presi- for the following summer. Mrs. L. B. Kerr
dent of Samuel Huston College, Au'. Lin , Texwas sec retar y and J. A. Kirk, treasurer.
as. Coming as he did to the in sli,ution i:1
Tii '.:! mim:'.c;; ( ,,u L1·.,• ,,_, I con tain repo rt-;
the years of its earl y developme11 L, he laid
of
committees on · resoii ti ; 11s, :irr sident's ada foundation upon whid1 iL has been rela,!ress, t::rnpera nce, necrology, lecture bureau,
tively easy for his successors to bui ld.
.:lnd rrnl'lua! t rQining a :!cl domestic art. It
W. C. Rollins, 1906-1907, for a long fm e concludes with a copy of the constitution
was a resident of Galveston, Texas. He grad- which is reproduced in full i!l the aripe:;:i<l ix
uated at Prairie View and taugh t there for of this number.
several years. At present he is a successful
The twen ty-third annual convention of the
minister at Red Bank, 1ew Jersey.
State Teachers' Association of Texas and the
Lovinggood and Rollins, 1905-1907. Since Fifteenth annual meeting of the principals'
I made the above notes on Presidents Lov- division met in Dallas, December 26, 27, 28,
inggood and Rollins, a pamphlet, furnished ] 907. The officers were:
by Mrs. L. B. Kerr of Bastrop, apparently
General Association
published during the Rollins administration,
President,
W.
C. Rollins .. .. .. Prairie View
hut carrying the proceedings of the Lovinggood administration, throws much light on 1st. Vice, W. H. Burnett .......... Terrell
these two years of the life of the Associa- 2nd Vice, J. H. Stewart . ......... Bonham
3rd Vice, Mrs. A. J. Moore . ....... Waco
tion.
4th
Vice, S. A. Young ............ Tyler
In 1906 the Association convened in Waco
at New Hope Bar,tist Church on December 5th Vice, W. J. Smith .. ... . . .. . . Houston
26, 27, and 28. It was called the 22nd annual Secretary, Mrs. L. B. Kerr .. . ..... Bastrop
session. The Principals' Division was pre- Ass't Secretary, A. E. McMillan .. . Navasota

••·

sided over by W. J. Smith, President from
Houston. Such well known principals as G.
W. Jackson, Corsicana, T. M. Betts, San
Angelo, E. W. Bailey, Paris, and W. H. Burnett, Terrell took part on this program.
The Proceedings carry the annual adrlres5
of l\Ir. Lovinggood, a scholarly speech which
covers the following points, The Mission of
the Teacher, the Foreigner and th . Neg-ro.
and Humility of the Negro, the Loyal Patriotic Negro, Optimism for t!ie Future, Publ"c
School Officers, Argiculture in th e Public
Schools, Efficiency and Attendan ce, Higher
Education, Ethical Edu cation. A Hi~her
Standard of Scholarship, Prairie View Normal and Industrial College, The School of
Methods, and Denominational Schools. His
address closed with three important recommendations: one as to representation in the
N. A. T. C., another on "non-attending children," and a third on "Uniformity of requirement for diplomas and degrees in high
schools, preparatory courses and classical

Principals' Division
President, J. A. Kirk .............. Waco
Secretary. A. R. Jefferson ........ Cameron
Treasurer, Mrs. G. B. Graves ... . Richmond
The program for the Principals' Division·
c'lrries such na me's as Dr. J. W. Strong, Pres.
(>-- t•·al Texas Coll<'"e. R. S. Thweatt, Paris,
L. J. LeQuey, T c'mp lP, and J. H. Hughes,
Brenham. ·
The General Program carries such names
as Miss B. 0. Kraus':!, Houston, Mrs. E. M.
(Cook) Willis, Waco, l\fas L. C. Rhambo,
Austin, Chas. Ath erton , Houston, Mrs. D. R.
Woodard, Austin, and Mrs. P. E. Bledsoe of
Prairie View.
Mrs. L. B. Kerr of Bastrop, secretary for
these two administrations has left a faithful
record of them both.

W. H. Burnett, 1907-1908, another dynamic
figure in the Association has given many
years of valuable service to the public schools
~f Terrell. In addition to his class room
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work, Mr. Burnett has done inuch in the
field of fraternal organizations and in church
work.
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P ythias; religiously he is a steward in the
A. M. E. Church.
A program of the meeting during the year
of Mr. Davis' presidency is thus captioned7
"Prc<>Tamm'.! of t!1e Twenty-fifth Annual
Convention of the State Coi"ored Teachen•
ss'n of Texas und the Seventeenth Annual
Meeting of the Principals' Div ision, held at
Ft. Worth, Texas. Dec. 28, 29, 30, 1909." The
list of office~., for that year follows:

General Association
PrE'sident, H. T. Davis . . . . . . . . Galveston
] st Vice Pres., B. f. Lee . . . . . . . ... Austin
2nd Vice Pres., C. H. '1:cCrndcr .... Vi~toria
3rd Vic<! Pres., S. H. Fowler . .. . Ft. Worth
· th Vice Pres., /1.. E. Uolev ... .... . C•1ero
r--th Vir.e Pres., Mrs. S. E. Harris . . .. Belton
Secretary, Wm. Anderson . .. .. . Smithville
Asst. Se~retary, W. L. D. Johnson .. Houston
Treasurer, W. E. Day ...... . .... .. Waco

Principa,ls' Division

H. T. Davis, 1908-1909, came to Galveston
with his parents when a hoy of a few years.
He attended the elemen tary and grammar
schools of that city, after which he did hi s
high school and college work at Fisk University from which institu tion he graduated
with honors: Mr. Davis taught in the high
schoo l and rn all of the schools of Galveston. He was principal of Ea,::t Dis~rict School
for over 25 years. In ] 930 he ,ms tram ferred to West District School. the lar«est
in the city. This school now li;s one of bthe
most beautifu l and best appoin ted buildin!!"s
which house a school anywhere. As prin~ipal of this school, Mr. Davis was hos~ t
~ Te ra! of the sessio 1s of the Annu al -leeiing of the State Teach~rs Association in Galveston during the ' ovember ] 934 m~etin rr.
f1Ir. Davis has done graduate stu dv ~I
Columbia University, New York has L~u"'hl
in the Texas School of Methods 'and vari;vr!L mmer normals. During the wa r 1917-]918.
he was chairman of the four minute · men:
He is now a member of the Board of Directors of the Alumni Fund of Fisk Universi ty.
For a number of years he was on the Board
of_ T1:ustees of Wiley College. He was a captam m the N. R. A. Army; he is now chairman of the local N. E. A. C. Council. Fraternally he is a Mason and a Knight of

President, Wm. Coleman ... . .. . ... El Paso
Vice Pres., J. R. Morris ...... San Antonio
Secretary, C. M. White ............ Austin
Asst. Secretary, T. J. Charlton .... Beaumont
Treasurer, Mrs. G. B. Graves .... Richmond
The programme contains a department of
general information, a statement from the
Ft. Worth Teachers to the Teachers of Texas,
and itemized outlines of the activities of the
Principals' Division and of the General Association. The I. M. Terrell High School in
which the sessions were held had just been
completed at a cost of SS0,000 and at that
time was said to be the best for its purP.ose
in the state. Among the leading visitors to
the meetings were Prof. J. W. Cantwell,
Supt. Ft. Worth Schools, former Supt. Alex
Hor-ir, Hon. Clarence Ousley and Prof. R.
S. Paschal, Prin. Ft. Worth White High
School. Amonp; the colored speakers were
Hon. Wm. McDonald, W. E. Miller, J. R.
Gibson. N. W. Harlee, E. L. Blackshear, Mrs.
J. H. Riddle, Mrs. Julia Caldwell Frazier,
l\fr. J. H. Crawford and many others.
Among the subj ects discussed were: "A
Comparison of the Advantages of the Study
of the Classics and Modern Languages,"
" How Do Public Schools Originate and
Spread Contagious and Infectious Diseases?"
"The Trend of Modern Education," "Contribution of Art and Music to Child Develop•
ment," and "The Thinking Process of the
Recitation."
This programme also gave ample apace for
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music. Choral classes from the Ft. Worth
High School, solos from local talent, and a
night's program 1:nd ?r the din•c h n of Prof.
Harry Webber, Wiley Universit v. D partment
of Music are among the featur .:s listed.
This session is the fi rst for whi ch we have
an ything like a com;Jl:•t J record. Mr. Wm.
Coleman, Pres. of th e Pri n::-ipals' Division
and Mr. H. T. Davis, PrPs. of the General
Association both made scholarl y and interesting annual addresses nt th is meeting.

.I. A. K i,k. ]909-1910 in addition Lo being
a schooi man was a high church man and a
fraternalist of no mean ability. For many
years he was a leader in educational circle:in Waco, a principal of real influence, which
position he resigned on ly to take a more
active part in the Masonic Lodge.

T. J. Charlton, 1910-1911, twenty-third
president of the Colored Teachers' State Association of Texas, was born in Beaumont
in 1874. He grad uated from the old Normal
Course in Prairie View in 1892 and taught
fort y-two consecutive years in the publi<'
schools of Beaumont. From 1392 to 1894 he
taught under Prof. Elisha Adams and Prof.
Sweat. Jn ] 895 he was appointed principal
of the hi gh school. From that year to the
time of his death, Christmas, 1934, he held
the principalship of the egro High School.
In the beginning this school had as its
highest grade the eighth, and had only a few
teachers ; it was located on Pine St., the pres-

ST A N DAR D
ent location of the Pipkin School, 1111d wns
a few yearli later called the Charlton High
by the School Board. A few years later when
a fin e brick building had been erect~d to
replace the Pollard Elementary School which
had been destroyed by fire, and when the
Negro high school population had !!hifted
so as to be in the neighborhood uf this new
building, the high school was moved to its
present location and the school called the
Charlton-Pollard High. This school has 35
rooms; its campus covers a ri :y hlock; it
has above 30 teachers and a curriculum including Home Economics, Art, Science, Band
and Vocal Music, and Manual Training. For
a long time the school has been known all
over the South for its splendid music and
especially for its band. The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary School,
gives Charlton-Pollard "A" rating.
During his life-time he was a part of every
movement for civic, religious, and educational betterment put forth in the community.
These movements included the Community
Chest, the Committee of Management of the
Voluntary Health League, several busineu
enterprises, and fraternal organizations.
Mr. Charlton reared a family of five children , who survive him; his very fine wife
passed just three months ahead of him. By
hard work and rigid economy he made himself substantial financially in the community
and is reputed to have had large real estate
holdings in Beaumont.
Thousands of citizens, white and colored,
mourned his death. He was buried with high
fraternal honors which were participated in
by the Knights of Pythias and the Mason,.
Below is a cut of the institution which
under his direction grew from a small frame
building, covering two lots, giving employment to three or four teachers, to a thirtyfi ve room brick building, covering a city
block and giving employment to more than
thirty teachers. (See page 14)

A. S. Jackson, 1911-1912, eloquent orator,
is a native Texan. Mr. Jackson has for yeara
moved audiences with a touching account of
the stru ggles of his youth and early manhood. Most of his adult life has been spent
as Secretary of Education of the A. M. E.
church, which office he has filled admirably.
Perhaps his greatest service has been given
to his Alma Mater, Paul Quinn, for which
institution he has given generously both hi,
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time and financial assistance.
Paul Quinn has the reputati on of having
early established a relationshi p with the
State Board of Education in the matter of
the selection of text hooks for the free school s
of the State and in other matters of curriculum construction . Although the past
decade has brought evil days for the school,
there was a time in the memory of all educators of the State wh~n P 11 nl Quinn had
an enviable rating bot 11 with the State Department of Education and with higher accrediting agencies. Because of this record.
Mr. Jackson has from time to time been of
invaluable assistance in the capacity of committee member or chairman of committee~
attempting to secure favorabl e legislation for
the Negro schools of Texas. He h"s also be"'1
foarless and outspoken in his <lenunri atio,..
of discrimination in approp ri ati:Jr.s and misuse of funds allocated for the use of Negro
schools.
A few years ago when Paul Quinn was
on the verge of collapse financially and had
fallen from the estate of a reputable fou r
year college to a second rate junior college,
Mr. Jackson came again to the rescue with
his personal means and was without his
solicitation made the president of the institution on the ground that he was the onl y
man in the connection that could save the
old land mark. Two or three years of marked
progress have followed this leadership and
the State of Texas together with the entire
African Methodist Episcopal Denomination
is looking- to A. S. Jackson to restore Paul
Quinn to her pristine glory.

3

W. L. D. Johnson, 1912-1913, a son of
Calvert, twenty-fifth president of the State
Teachers' Association, has a life story which
is both interesting and inspiring. He has
been a member of the Association for so
long a time that he is regarded as a fixture.
Thirty years ago he used to tell his students
how he attended the meetings at such a sacrifice that when the other men of his acquaintance went off to dinner, because of his
shortage of funds, he used to go to a fruit
stand and buy a nickel's worth of bananas
on which to dine. But to use his own expression he was headed in a certain direction and
willing to make all the sacrifices necessary to
reach his destination.
Another interesting anecdote which Mr.
Johnson tells on himself is about how he first
came to Houston on a wood wagon selling

5 TA N DAR D
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wood and how many of his customers afterwards became patrons of the school of which
he was teacher.
He graduated from the old Normal course
at Prairie View and came to Houston about
35 years ago. For many years he taught
science at old Colored High School until
the establishing of Blackshear Elementary
School of which he was made principal. Mr.
Johnson although an admirer of intellect,
has perhaps made his strongest contribution
to the training of Negro youth in the practical problems of living. "Soap is cheep;
water is plentiful; take a hath," he used to
tell his classes who would almost be convulsed with laughter at the crudeness of his
expression, hut every young person who
came under that type of instruction has
blessed him in adult life.
Mr. Johnson has enjoyed a high type of
appreciation both from Superintendent Horn
and Superintendent Oberholtzer under whom
he has worked in Houston. Because of the
beauty of the Blackshear School Campus
and the active part which the principal has
taken in making it thus, Mr. Oberholtzer ha!!
br.en heard to remark on more than one occasion that W. L. D. Johnson knows more
what to do with a school campus than any
other principal whom he has.
Another fine contribution which Mr. Johnson has made to the lives of the young people of his community is the encouragement
which he has offered them. Always he has
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BLACKS HEAR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. HoustoH

them feel that poverty is not an insurmountable barrier and that they can he anythin g
worth while whfoh they want to be if they
are willing to work hard enough to be that
something.
\(Then the r-itizens of Houston were trying
lo build and organize the Colored Branch of
the Carnegie Library, he earned for himself the cognomen of "The Red Tag Man"
in his effort to raise money for the project
by selling tags. To him also belongs the
credit of organizing the eight ni ght high
schools and the summer schools for Colorec1
children. When he started, many thought that
it was merely a scheme for earning a few
dollars but when tl1e school board eventually
took over both of these projects, citizens
began to realize the far-sightedness of the
man who had launched them.
After rearing three children and giving
all of them a college educa6on, both Mr.
Johnson and his wife, Bessie Hall oway Johnson, returned to Prairie View, their Alma
Mater and after several summers' work ean1ed the degree of Bachelor of Science. Mr.
Johnson is at present a member of the Executive Committee of the State Teachers'
Association. Above is a cut of the beautiful
Blackshear Elementary School.

If a man's achievement is to be measured
by the depths from which he has come as
well a11 by the heights to which he has as-

cended, surely W. L. D. Johnson has wrought
well.

W. L. Davis, 1913-1914, is another wellkn own figure in the Associa6on. For a number of years he worked at Hempstead, then
kter gave several years of service as principal of Gregory Elementary School in Houston, Texas. He left this institution on a year's

leave of absence during which time he gave ·
his services entirely to the U. B. F. Lodge.
He returned to the system two years ago
only to be promoted to the principalship of
the Harper Junior High School.
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Jf i\IOR HIGH SCHOOL, Houston

In addition to hi s !-chool and lodge work.
Mr. Davis is a rel igious worker. For ~ nnmber of years he was supe rinten dent of An ti och
Baptist Sunday School, growing ou t of which
posi ti on he has had man y connPctions w:th
Loth the State and 1ational Baptist Sunday
School Conventions.
He has been associated with many of the
civic and racial up-lilt movements in the community. He is especially interested in temperance (;is it relates to alcohol) and practices what he preaches. At present he is head
of the local Organization for the Study of
Negro History and through his efforts largely
Carter G. Woodson and W. E. B. DuBois
have been presented to the Texas public re-•
cently. Last year the National Association for
the Study of Negro History held its annual
meetin g in Houston.
When one enters Harper Junior School.
instead of or in addition to the customary
white faces which look out at him from picture frames, he is greeted by the inspirin /!
visages of Booker T. Washington, Emmett
Scott, Fred Douglass, Soj ourner Truth and
local Negroes.
Mr. Davis' big contribution to the Association is perhaps in the way of legislation. He
wa!! influential in bringing about the adop-

tion of the present constitution of tlw bod~
(See appendix) and is considered an extra
;--·ood parl iamentari an.

N. A. Banks, 191 4-1915. for many years
was a picturesque fi g:ure at the an nual meetin gs of the A!-s1ciation. As a school man he
h~~ a long experience and a pleasing rep utation at Paul Qu inn College. at Prairie
View College, and at Tillot5on College. During the interval between his tenure at Prairie
View and Tillotson he spent several years as
principal of the high school at Temple, Texas.
Mr. Banks was a Wilberforce man and was
and is still considered a mathematician of
superior rank. He nnt on lv interprets textbooks made by others but he makes for his
students formulae in college algebra and
trigonometry. It was just like a mathematician to see the necessity of keeping a record, so that the ledger referred to in the
editorial hef.!;i11s in 1915 with N. A. Banks.
President ; I. B. Bryant, Sr., Secretary: Mrs.
F. A. Pugh (Now Robinson). Asst. Secretary.
The record !!tates that the 31st annual
!!ession of the bodv met in Marshall in tht>
chapel at Wilev Colle/!e with President M.
W. Dogan presiding. High pointa in the
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meeting were: the address by Hon. Homer
Price (white ) in the form of a welcome,
President Bank's annual message, an address
by Wm. Coleman, a paper by Mrs. A. S.
Jackson, a musical in which the leading
schools from all over the state participated,
and a paper by Miss Bertha Bell (then a
primary teacher in Beaumont, now wife of
Rev. J . S. Scott in Hou ston) .
It is interesting to note that a total of
$115.21 was collected at this meeting and
$114.75 of this amount was expended. $10.21
was given to a super-annuated teacher, Rev.
C. B. Love. Is not that just like Mr. Banks!
Always giving.
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tack was directed against that part of her discussion which referred to / olk dancing and
playground activities in a physical education
program. One lau ghs at the idea now as he
looks back over the ground gained by physical education during a period of twenty
years. The furor created by this paper was
second only to the electioneering at this
meeting which witnessed one of the most
hotly contested presidential elections which
the association has ever known.
The officers elected at this meeting were:
Jas. D. Ryan, Presiden t, Vice Presidents, A.
R. Jefferson, J. W. Sanford, Mrs. F. A. Robinson, Mrs. M. E. Moore, and Miss M. E.
Martin ; Secretary, T. K. Pri ce; Treasurer,
Mrs. A. B. Thomas.
According to the auditing committee's report at thi s meeting, it seems that joi ning
fee was $1.00 and membership dues $0.50.
They report 10 new members, $10.00 and
253 regular members, $126.50. With $4.90
brought forward the total receipts were
$14,J .40. Total expenses were $117.25.

l as. D. Ryan, 1916-1917, twenty-ninth
president of the Association has h!!d a
brilliant educa ti onal career. Vario uslv ni :-knamed as "Little Jimmie," "Jimmie Ryan,"
"Jimmie, the Lion-hearted," "The Iobles:
Roman of them all," perhaps the e.-.ith"t
which best suits him is "Dea n of . T~c-re
Educators in Hou ston."
Mr. Ryan was born in Navasota. Grim~s
County. His father, whose name he h"ars,
was a caroenter. Death depri ved him of his
mother before he was old en:w~h to f"" t -school. Hundreds of young people who· hav,::
sat under his instruction are acquainted with
B. Y. Aycock, 1915-1916, headed the Asso- "Grandma Early" who reared him. He atciation when it met in its 32nd annual ses- tended the public school in his home town
!ion at Calvert, ovember 30, 1916. The and when he was yet very young he won by
meetings were held in St. Paul 1. E. Church competitive examinati on an appointment to
and welcome addresses were given by Rev. Prairie View Coll el!e from which institutio:rBaker and Rev. Ingram respectively pastors he was g-raduated in Hl90.
of the white Methodist and Baptist Churches
He was invited by Mr. Sutton, Superinof that city.
tendent of Houston Schools, to come to this
The president's address, a paper by Mis! city to teach. The superintendent had previVirginia B. Miller of Hou ston on the sub- ously made his acquaintance at a summer
ject, "Shall Industrial Education be Substi- normal which h r onducted and at which
tutional or Supplemental? " and an address Mr. Ryan was 011 ° of the eight persons (five
by one Mr. Baker, editor of the local news- whites and three co lon•d) who passed. He
paper were high spots of the convention.
taught at third ward sch ool two years, seconcl
In the afternoon of the second day, Ellie waid school one year, and was transferred
Alma Walls read a paper on "Social Service, to Colored High ·s chool where he taught
the newest idea in Education" which brought mathematics for many years. Following the
forth a volley of attack. The center of atresignation of Mr. Charles Atherton, he be-
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came principal of that school where he remained until the building of a second hig!,
school in Houston. When Jack Yates School
was opened on February 8, 1926, Mr. Rva11
with 18 of his teachers moved in to man ·the
new institution. P rior to this he had satisfactorily performed the difficult task of rmrnin ~
a double daily program with two shifts of
teachers and above 1400 pupils in a building which had seating capacity for less than
450.
Mr. Ryan has done graduate study in thf'
University of Chicago and at Columhia Uni versity, and has done private study under
white teachers. As a result of his achievement in ·the fi eld of education. he was awarded an honorary degree of m~, ter of arts bv
Wiley College in 1927.
·
For eighteen years he was supPrintendent
of Trinity M. E. Sunday School. For a much
longer period he has been a member of the
trustee ·b oard of the same churf"h. He built
up a monumental structure in the form of
the Ancient Order of Pill!rims and was influential in erecting the far-famed P il~rim
Building in this city. He has held the office
of exaulted ruler of Gibraltar Lodge No .
500, Improved. Benevolent, Pre>tef"tive Order
of Elks of the World, and has b een hasileus
of the Nu Phi Chapter of the Omega Psi
Phi fraternity. Mr. Ryan has been co~necti"'d
with every civic bette1:ment movement launched in the community during his residence
here.
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The Jack Yates Hi gh School has grown
~in ce 1926 from 12 to 35 rooms. from 750
l::> nbove 2000 studen ts, from 19 t~ 38 teachPrs, and ha expanded correspondingly in
currir' ukm arid in extra curricular activities.
'The Jack Yat"'s Lions (Foot- Ball Team ) arc
! :101rn all ovzr the state and in Oklahoma
an d Louisiana. The Jack Yates Band is applauded by «! I of H o" [ton when it steps out
" ' ,· m-3rlr. Situated as it is in the third ward
where a large precen tagr, of Houston 's pror~ssiona l a nd hnsin ess Tegroes live Yates
s ~hool is cxpec-tecl t lead ' thf' way in many
<'r'uc-ational rxperin1Pnts. Incidentally, the
schonl has b r>P n one of th,, largest feeders of
t!•r Municiur> 1 Collrp:r> l'hirh 'usrs its buildi ·F' after thrr~ o'cl c · dai lv.
\Vith oLl t CXl!f!:f!Prat;_on nundreds of voun rr
men and ~vomen a•1d scores of voung ·teacl;f' · 8We t!wir succes. to Mr. Ryan . Under
,\·hat appears to those who do not know
him a rnu gh exterior lies a very ki nd heart.
Because he does not want anvthing with
w!iic-h he is ronnected to fall through, he is
p:encrous to a fault. His church. his school.
his clubs keep his fin gers on his purse string~
a 11d manv a young person has graduated in
cl0thes b ought by the principal, and has
he n e"1rirated from difficulties civil and
m'l ra l hy thr principal's money.
The Association Meeting over which Mr.
1
R an prei;ided met in Waco at St. Paul A.
M. E. Church with Prof. Kirk, Principal of
Moore High School. presiding. Judge R. H.
Kin p:sh,.r rv delivere:I the principal address
of welcome. An interesting program was rendered hy the Primary Department, presided
over hv Mrs. Fannie Rohi Pson of Palestin<>.
A hip:h spot on this program was a demonstration given by Mrs. Mabel Wesley of Houston on the subj ect, "Aids and Devices in
terrf"hing Readin~ and Phonics."
F or the first time there appeared what was
called the "Social Service Department" conducted by J. W. Sanford of Hillsboro. Physical Edu cation and Children of thr Shadow
were suhjects discussPd at this sessinn.
Prof. H. T . Keeling, formerly of Paul
Ouinn. at this time of Quindaro, Kansas, a
hitherto prominent li gure in the associatio11 .
made his last apnearance at this meeting.
Bein g too ill to !Stand, he made a speech sittin g. His subjef"t was "The Force of Nature."
At this mPcti ng th Manual Training and
domestic science departments were given important places on the program. At the meet0
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in g in Calvert, the previous year, R. lVL Catchings had presented to President Aycock a
gavel made by the smallest boy in his en ior
class in wood-work in Hou ton. At this Wa::o
meeting he spoke on program. so did Mrs.
Mary H olden, teacher of H ome Erono mic,in Houston. Mr. C. Brewe r of Corsi ·ana and
lrs. M. E. V. Hunter· of P rairie View were
other inte rest ing speakers on this program.
A mu sical which was participaL d in b,
six colleges and four high schools was the
fea ture of the Friday Night session. Thi
netted Sl 76.10 wliic·h 1·.T . di\'idcd am o;,"! t 1 '
co lle!!e fo r rai lroad fare;: for the pa'it fri.
pants.
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ficers for this year follow:
Clarence F. Carr, Palestine .. .. .. President
A. M. Mason, Giddings . .... . . . .. 1st Vice
Mrs. M. E. Moore (deceased) .... 2nd Vice
Mi~s Virginia B. Miller, H ouston .. 3rd Vice
D. H. J ones, Crockett ..... ... .. .. 4th Vice
C. Drewer, Corsicana ..... .. ... . . 5th Vice
T. K. Price. Mexia . . .......... . . Secretary
Mrs. A. B. ·Thomas, Waco ....... Treasurer
Th e specia l lecturers l isted for this meet•
in!!· were Dr. Gilbert H. Jones, Dean Wilberfo,rce U:' i1·er ity, Hon. R. L. Smith, Super•
vi so r Colored Extension Service. Waco, Prof.
J. D. TI, an. Representative Ft>deral Food
Admini st;·alion. Houston. a nd Prof. W. L.

JACK YATES HIGH SCHOOL, Houston
The boy problem was discussed at this Davis, Secretary Y. M. C. A., Camp Pike,
meeting by W. H. Burnett of Terrell and T. Ark.
W. P ratt of Dallas.
The names of Prof. J. A. B. Strain, and
The Committee on
ecrology this year Prof. I. Q. Hurdle appear frequently on
took not"' of th e passin g of R. S. Lovin Jgood matters of local arrangement at this meeting.
and M. W. Lawson, the committee the previ• The sf'ssions were held in City Hall and
ous yea r noted the deaths of F. W. Gross West Union Baptist Church. Music was fur.
and Booker T. Washington. Th e advisory nished by a chorus of 150 voices and an orcommittee made some important recommen • chestra from Lincoln High School of which
dations al this meetin!!'. The enrollment in• Mr. Carr was at t 1ia t time principal. The Increased to 398, total r~ceipts to $232.00 ex- dustrial and Extr!nsion Departments had a
clusive of the $176.10 made at the musical. large place on this year's program.
The 1917 membership roll and financial
... 197.00 of this amount was expended.
statement were published in this Bulletin No.
C. F. Carr, 1917-1918 in a Bulletin called III.
No. III records the proceedings of the meet•
Mr. Carr for many years gave valuable
ing held during hi& administration. The of- service to Palestine not only as principal o{
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Lincoln High School, but also as a high
church man. At present he is principal of a
school in Dallas and an important officer in
Bethel A. M. E. Church.

T. K. Price, 1918-1919, 31st president of
the Association, presided over the 35th annual session which convened in Corsicana.
The .officers listed are Mrs. F. A. Robinson,
Secretary, (Palestine) A. L. Turner, Ass' t
Secretary, (Timpson), Mrs. A. B. Thomas,
Treas., (Waco); Vice Presidents, Waldo
Matthews, Mrs. C. W. Smith, Mrs. C. M.
Jones and G. W. Saddler.
Many prominent persons, not members of
the teaching profession were present upon
the invitation of Mr. L. W. Rogers, Supervisor of Negro Schools, Dep' t of Education,
Austin. Music for the occasion was supervised by Mrs. T. V. Knox (Tecumseh Norria). An elaborate program of welcome was
had.
High points in the session were: the speech
of Supervisor Rogers, the speech of J. W.
Rice, Dallas, a paper Miss Florence E.
Brown, Corsicana, and Mrs. J. C. Frazier of
Dallas.
Three important committees were appointed at this meeting, viz: on printing the
minutes of the Association, on resolutions
concerning racial conditions in this country,
on revising the Constitution. The report of
the second committee is recorded in foll and
makes interesting reading. It covers the problems of Education, Tenantry, Court Justice,
Labor Conditions, and Public Carriers. W.
T. Swanson was chairman and T. W. Pratt,
Secretary of that Committee.
Mr. Price is one of the best known teachers in the state. He has the honor of having
served the Association for a long time as
secretary before being made president. He is
a resident of Mexia.
A. E. Holland, 1919-1920 was elected at
the Corsicana meeting and presided over the
session which met in Houston, November 25,
26, and 27, 1920. The officers for this year
were:
A. E. Holland, Palestine .. . ......... Pres.
Mi11 Virginia B. Miller, Houston
. ............. ....... ..... 1st Vice Pres.
C. H. Dorsy, Waco ........ 2nd Vice Pres.
Mrs. L. J. Le Quey, Bastrop .. 3rd Vice Pres.
J. W. Sanford, Hillsboro .... 4th Vice Pres.
Miss Lucile Graham, Wilford .. Sth Vice Pres
Mn. F. A. Robinson, Palestine .... Secretary
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A. L. Turner, Timpson .. .. Ass't Secretary
Mrs. A. B. Tl:;)mas, Waco ...... Treasurer

If
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The printed proceedings of the meeting
include lists of committee chairmen, departmental conductors, the advisory council, a
foreword from the president, the minutes.
itemized accounts of programs, the president's annual address, reports of committees,
a communication from the State Department
of Education with reference to the Interscholastic League (See Appendix B), a constitution, (See Appendix C) and the membership roll.
High spots in the meeting were speeches
by the President, representatives of Related
Organizations, Dr. Dogan; Dr. Dillard, Pres.
of Slater Board, Dean Carmichael of Sam
Huston College, R. G. Lockett, Houston, C.
H. McGruder, Houston, and T. L. Holly, San
Antonio.
It is noted that presidents of two regional
associations were present at this meeting, T.
B. Mitchell of the South Texas Teachers·
Association and J. A. B. Strain of East Texas
Teachers' Association.
Some very important recommendations
were nw.de and important legislation passed
in this meeting, to wit:
A committee to have an iron fence built
around Mr. Blackshear's grave;
A committee to raise funds to erect :monument around said grave;
Endorsement of Educational Week, Dec.
5-11;
Endorsement of the "Pioneer" an educational journal launched by R. E. Bevis of
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Waco;
The formation of an Inter-scholastic League affiliated " ·ith the white organi zation of
same name ;
Endon, ~ment of High School Standardization;
Cooperation with the Texas Inter-Raci al
Commission;
Endorsement of a Health Crusade in the
Elementary Schools, and a New Con titution.
The auditor's report shows $] 00.00 brought
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forward from the previous meeting, $183.90
on musi al, and $301.00 registration, a total
of , 1,03-1.90, the highest hitherto raised by
the associati on. Total expenditures amounted
to S7J 2.40 lea,·ing a balance of $372.40. T.
]. Cha rlton of Beaumont was ch ief registrar
Lids year.
Mr. Holland is still one of t ie most energdic figures in the Association and is principal of the high school at Wichita Falls.

- - - -- 0 -- - --

L. B. J.;. inc!tion. 1920-1 921 was elected at
the Houston meeting. Other oITicers 11·cre:
First Vice, Wm. Anderson ...... SmiLhYill e
Second Vice, Mrs. P. E.
Goldthwaite .... . .. Waxahachie

T hird Vice, Mrs. J. W. Sanford . . Hill sboro
Fourth ice, f frs. r_ L. Perry .. . . Co rsicana
Vift~1 rir c. R. M. Catchings ...... Houston
Senetary. Mrs. F. A. Robinson .. . Palestine
ss't Sec' y, Mrs. S. G. Kay .... Harrisburg
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Treasurer, Mrs. A. B. Thomas ...... . Waco
Sec'y of- Education, T. W. Pratt, Prai:d e View
Rep. of N. A. T. C., A. E. Holland .. Palestine
I do not have in my possession either in the
legder or in the form of printed proceedings
any record of the 37th annual session which
met in Dallas, Nov. 24, 25, and 26, 1921.
Mr. Kinchion is a. wei l known figure in
State and National Fraternal circles and was
for a long time principal of the high school
at Belton. He was recently exalted to a very
high office of the National Organization of
the Knights of Pythias.

E. D. Pierson, 1921-1922 was the thirtyfourth presiden t of the Association. His
meeting was held in Ft. Worth , o\'ernber
30 to December 2, 1922. The office! s for this
year are not listed save the presi ::c · t a·,1c'
the secretary, Mrs. F. A. Robinson. The
s~ctional leaders are:
Primary, Mrs. Mabel Wesley . ... Housto:1
Grammar School, H. T. Davis . . Galvcsto:-1
High School, W. H. Burnett ...... Terrell
College; M. E. Butler ............ Marshall
Rural School, J. E. Clayton .. . .... Manor
Social, Ellie Walls Mims ........ H ouston
Musical, Margaret C. Roberts ...... Waco
Industrial, A. T. Wood ...... Prairie View
Principals, Wm. Coleman ........ El Paso
Committee Chairmen
Registration, T. J. Charlton ... .. . Beaumont
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Higher Education, 0. A. Fuller .... Marshall
Secondary Education, J. W. Towns .. Dallas
Teacher Training, J. G. Osborne, Prairie View
Local Reception, A. M. M;:; ore .... Ft. Worth
Auditing, Mrs. A. E. Holland .. Wichita Falls
High spots on the program were: the addresses by L. W. Rogers, Supervisor Negro
Schools, S. M. N. Marrs, State Supt. Public
Instruction, C. J. Calloway, Field Agent
Rosenwald Schools, R. S. Grossley, ExSec'y N. A. T. C. and the President, E. D.
Pierson.
All of the departments functioned at this
meeting and the high school department held
a symposium on Negro History in Negro
School s. There were several visitors at this
meetin:;, some from adjoining states.
At the time of his presidency, Mr. Pierso:1
was teacher of science in The Houston Col-·
ored High School. Shortly afterwards he
resigne:! t '.) t1!c a pc ~:ti :;:1 w:t'..1 t!1::: 1: tionnl
D:iptist Convention in 1ashille, which latter
work he was engaged in at th«> time of hi ~
death.

J. W. Sanford, 1922-1923 was born in
Edna and graduated at Prairie View College.
He is at present the president of Langston
University, Langston, Oklahoma. He was
teaching at Hillsboro at the time of his
presidency of the Association. The meeting
was held at Ft. Worth. There is not at my
disposal any record of this meeting.
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]. H. Rowe, 1923-1924 had a very splendid
meeting in San Antonio, ovemher 27, 28,
and 29. In a bulletin called l , the program
of this meeting is published. The Bulletin
includes a list of otlicers, an itemized program of each department, the members of the!
Advisory Council, general information anci
the membership roll.
Prof. Craft of A. & M. College, Mrs. i\l.
E. V. Hunter of Prairie View, Dr. , - orks u~·
Columbia University and !lrs. E. C. E l1isou
of Prairie View were among the high poin l
speakers on the program.
An unusual feature of thi s meeting wa3
the report of the State Commiaee on the N.
A. T. C. , the I ational Associaiio11 having met
in Dallas, during the summer of 1924. J. j.
Rhoads was chairman of this committee and
J. W. Rice was Educational Secretary, havin g
been elected at the Ft. Worih meeting of'
the previous administration.
The printed proceed i,1gs of this meeting
{not the bulletin menti oned above) con tain
complete committee reports, and minules uf
the sectional meetings, the president's address, reports of the various officers and th ·
1924 membership roll. The receipts of the
Association again reached above $1000.00
and a balance of $447.51 was left in tlr
t,·easury.
Three important recomm 2ndations Wl' r C'
made by President Row , Ii rst, that the Co11stitution he amended as to read SecretaryTreasurer instead of Secretary and Treasurer, etc., second that an educational journa1
be establi shed, third, that a su: table pcrso11
be elected for secretary ,vho <"an supe rvis
the editing of this j ourn al and that this
secretary shall be placed on full pay r- :soon as th e Association is able. These recommendations were considered by the Advi Eon
Council with the result that a new Con stituti on was framed during the succeedin~ administration. These office rs were elecLd fo
t'1e ensu ing year:
H. B. Pemberton, Marshall .. .... President
A. W. Jackson, Rosenberg ... .. ... 1st Vici'
J. J. Rhoads, Dallas ...... .. ... . 2nd Vice
E. W. Bailey, Paris ........... . .. :3rd Vire
Mn-. S. G. Ka y, Harrisburg .. .... 4th Vice
S. J. Sutton, San Antonio ........ 5th Vice
,1rs. F. A. Robinson, Palestine ...... Sec'y
Mrs. L. L. Holland, Wichita Falls, Ass't Sec'y
Mrs. A. B. Thomas, Waco . .. ... Treasurer
J. W. Rice, Dallas .... Educational Secret•iry
J . H. Rowe, Jasper .. National Representative
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A Brief Sketch of the Life of
HENRY BERTRAM PEMBERTON, Sr.

Marshall, Texas
Henry Bertram Pemberton, Sr. was born
January 20, 1867 near Marlin, Texas, so11
of Charles a nd Eliza Pemberto n. His fatlwr

died when he was 16 years of age. li e was
lel"t as tl w main suppo rt of a widowed mother
and two small sisters. He met th is responsibility manfully and worked hi s way through
s:·hoo l :<upportin rr the family a t t 1e same
time. He received hi s education in the publi<:
schools of Texas. He rpceived his A. B. in
I rmn. A. NI. in 1892, Ph. 13.. in 189-i in
cursu from \Vil ey College. He has done graduate work in Ill. Wesleya n Un i. , and Uni.
of Wis.
He married Mi ss Korell a Hawley in 1888
and to this union eleven children were born
- H. B. Jr., Clifford , Charl rs, Dana, Lollaretta, Ottelena, Othelene (twins ), Marie,
Dogan , Ralph , and Gertrude. All have fi nished High School and College Courses save
Dana and Ralph who have passed.
He tau ght successfully in his A' ma Mater
:- ·1d !S~'"ved as trustee fo~ a number of years.
He has been principal of Central High School
in Marshall, Trxas since its organization in
1894. He has served as conductor of the
local City and County Teachers' Institute
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and Summer Normal for over 35 years. He
is a member of the M. E. Church has served
and is now serving as S. S. Supt., trustee,
Unit leader, Steward, organist free for 30
years, Chr. Board of Church Ext. and Home
Miss., of the Tex. Conf., was elected delegate to the Gen'l Conf. of his church from
1892-1916. Now serving as Chr. local Interracial Com., Chr. local RFC, and NRA. He
was elected president of the Col. Teachers'
State Asso. by acclamation at the San Antonio meeting in 1924, and presided at the
session in Dallas, Texas in 1925.
During Mr. Pemberton's administration
four major projects were accomplished,
namely:
I. The adoption of a workable constitution (See appendix C of this issue for same.)
II. The organization of the following de partments:
A. Department of College Education
and College Presidents,
B. Department of High School Principals,
C. Department of Supervision,
D. Department of Agricultural Extension and Manual Training,
E. Department of Paren_t-Teacher Association,
F. Department of Jeanes Supervisors,
G. Department of Public School Music.
H. Department of "Hi Y" and "Y:
W." Work.
I. Department of Rural Education.
Ill. A plan whereby the Association
shared in the receipts of the Thanksgiving
Foot-Ball Game and the Annual Musical ·
IV. The adoption of the State The:ne.
"The Best in Education for Everv Teirr~
Child."
,
L '

Surely this was one of the most momentou s
years in the life of the organization.

Wm. Coleman, 1925-1926, and his corps
of officers had a memorable meeting at Waco
on November 25, 26, and 27, 1926. Mr.
Coleman noted for his scholarship presided
with dignity and firmness.
W. T. B. Williams, National Field Agent
Jeanes and Other Funds, Tuskegee Institute,
Ala., Dr. S. P. Brooks. Pres. Baylor University, and Mr. C. T. Bludworth State
~upervisor of Public Schools, were 'among
the many interesting speakers on the program.
Immediately following this meeting the
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Association Journal appeared under its pres•
ent name "The Texas Standard" carrying
the full proceedings of the sessions. The
speeches of Dr. W. T. B. Williams, Dr.
Brooks, Prof. Federick Eby, University of
Texas, Mrs. Jessie Daniel Ames of the State
Inter-Racial Commission and of President
Coleman, a report of the auditing committee
and other committees and the membership
roll are printed in full in this number. Mr.
Coleman's address is a master-piece containing data, statistical and otherwise relative
to the curricula of Negro high schools especially those in Texas. He made six important
recommendations, in substance:
The appointment of a committee to devise
ways and means for employment of a full
time secretary;
The appointment of a committee to ask
for a normal school and a Negro State Supervisor;
That the Texas Standard he puhliahed
monthly;
That departments of Mathematics, English,
Science, Visual Education, and History be
added to those already required by the Constitution;
Annual tenure t·or the following committees: research, inter-racial, professional
ethics, tenure and salaries, retirement and
pensions, state wide fact finding educational
committee, visual education, circulating libraries, legislative committees, athletics, and
other associations;
That annual dues he sent to the N. A. T.
C. by the Committee and that the Texas Colored Teachers become members of the N.
E.A.
At this meeting the Constitution which had
been presented the year previous at which
time it was the center of much heated discussion was read by Jas. D. Ryan who
moved its adoption. A. E. Holland seconded
the motion which carried.
The Secretary-Treasurer's report showed
that the Association had on deposit in the
Farmers & Citizens Saving Bank in Palestine,
Texas $640.21 at the time of its failure. A
!!tatement was made by the secretary-treasurer
that the receivers would pay a percentage
of that amount as soon as certain transactions
h"<I been looked after.
The election of a new secretary-treasurer
was hotly contested, not by the candidate»
in person hut by the gentlemen who represented them. On the third ballot, Ellie Alma
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Walls was elected with the small margin of
three votes above Mrs. F. A. Robinson who
had in one way or another held official office
with the organization for several years.
Mr. Coleman served the followin g year
as chairman of the Executive Committee. Although he a few years ago resigned thP
principalship of the El Paso High Schuol
to take up larger duties with the Masons,
he yet maintains his connection with the Association by paying dues and attending meetings.

T. T. Pollard. 1926-19.::7. thi1t·: ni· ti ,- r~s
i. ~en t of the /\ :·soc ia tion, and th~ fi rst whose
admi nistrati on the a uthor of this issue of
the Standard served began his career i n teaching in Beaumon t s m e 4-7 yea rs a~o . g.,
began his work i:1 a o:1e- tc:1. ·her. o:·?•,•onrn
f'trurtnr,. Dv trem ;,,fot·s efforts d •:.· a· te' ized not only by classroom work , but b y
the planting cf trees, flowe~s. shrul: b:!ry, br
the organization of ext ra-currictt Jar acti viti es.
hy the enlisting of the aid of colored parent.;;
and white friends, this grew to a larf!:C framP
building with several teachers an d the then
new departments of Domestic Science and
Domestic Art.
This second building was later destroyed
by fire only to be replaced by a $101,000
brick structure, at that time the best in the
state for egroes, and still among the best.
As was mentioned above in Mr. Charlton '!"
sketch, this was later coverted into a high
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school and named for the two men the
Charlton-Pollard High School. The frame
building which was destroyed by fire had
been called the Pollard School.
A little later, Mr. P ollard was signally
promoted tu the position of Supervisor of
all the Colored Schools in Beaumont. This,
I think, is unparalleled an ywhere in Texas.
In fact, rarely indeed does a man receive
such honor in his own home.
The Austin meeting over whit:h Mr. Pollard presided was a ver y successful one. Perhaps the high spot of this meeting was the
unusual proportions of the Musicale which
was presented under th e direction of Mrs.
Ma nnette Fowl er, ably assisted by Mrs. Eliza
Cha mp Gordon. The various departments
fu ncti oned a nd smoo th running was assured
by the meetin g of the exec utive commi :Le
0.1 the night previous Lo the opening of the
convention. Ma ny di stingu ished s peakers participated in this meeting.

0

Willette Rutherford ·Ba::!:s. 1927-1928 wr,
born on his father's farm in Northea~t Geore-ia near the littl e town of Hartwell in Hart
County. He remained wi h hi s parents for
21 years, working hard a rid stud ying at odd
times. At the age of eighteen he began his
teachin~ career in a rural school not so far
from hi s birthplace.
Late in the fall of 1900 he boarded the
train for the first time in his life, for Atlanta University, Atlanti!, Georgia, an institution which his father had attended, and
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which, as a consequence, was the dream of
the youngster's life. Because of a shortage of
money, he was compelled to work extra
hours while in College and during his vacations he worked a farm for himself which
he rented from his father. Fresh from the
backwoods, he naturally became an object
of ridicule and jest to the students, but in
spite of this he diligently applied himself to
his work and soon attracted the attention of
the institution by his ability as an all around
student possessed of cool judgment and
rare business traits. During his school life
he was the outstanding leader on the campus,
participating in all student activities, chiefly
football, debating and literary societies. He
was graduated in June, 1909.
The Fort Valley Hi~h and Indust rial
~"hoo l. of fo rt Valley, Georgia, employed
him immediately after his graduation. It was
there that he was married to Miss Glovina
Virginia Perry in 1911 , also a graduate of
At!anta University.
At the end of three years. he was elected
Principal of the Kowalir.-a Tndustri al School.
of Kowaliga, Alabama. This instituli Jn gav0
him a splendid opportunity to travel north
and east i'l an effort to raise money for the
mair. t":,ance of the scho::il as well as fo··
l ··ilcl : ' f "· Tt was during this time that Ji,.
l,.,,.,,]r, c- on tacts with nhi 1anthronic nr!l and
wom!"n who have been of a~sist!lnce to him .
directly ai1 d indirectlv, in other educ~ ti onal
projects of his choosing.
In 1915. he was P,)erterl t') the Prec;irle,,r:y
r f TP,J·-15 C-illege. Tyl Pr. Texas. "n inetitutio11
1d1 ich was, at that time. on the verge of
,. j r f'j., , , its doors on ancoPnt of debts and the
i~ n.hilitv of its <:onstitu encv to raise money
·" 'fl"""'' t'.) licm;date it" ind <>btedness an d ra;,
its teachers. During tl1e eleve'1 years of hi ; .._..m1-e'1cv the e. the snhool · made subr•-, •· t ;n 1 r.:·or-ress i'1 all nhases of its life.
becoming an acknowledged and positive
_,., ':e:~cv of tl-ie edu cational program of the
Sol'thwest. Its credit was reinstated. enroll men t increaserl bevond the school's r.a'1ar ity, and the physical plant substantially inr~,,:ised .
Because of the character of the work done
at Texas College, Tyler, Texas, by President
Banks, The Board of Regents of the Agricult~ral and_ Mec~anical College of Texas gave
h1~ ~ons1deration when they were seeking a
Pnnc1pal for the Prairie View State Colle/!:e.
After thoughtful debate and meditation, he
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accepted the Principalship of this institution
in July, 1926, over the protest of the clientele
of Texas College and the citizens of Tyler.
At its annual meeting in 1927, the Colored
Teachers' State Association unanimously
elected him President for the ensuing year.
In 1928, the National Department of Education, Washington, D. C., appointed him to
assist in directing the Survey of egro Colleges, made in December of that year.
Under Mr. Banks' leadership the Association had a prosperous year. The officers were:
T. W. Pratt .......... ......... . 1st Vice
N. B. Davis ................. ... 2nd Vice
Mrs. P. D. Johnson .............. 3rd Vice
T. H. Love . . . . ... .... . . . .. .. .. 4th Vice
C. H. Griggs .. ............ .. .. 5th Vice
F. B. Batts .................... 6th Vice
Ellie Alma Walls ....... . .... Sec.-Treas.
Miss C. M. Mavfield ........ .. Ass't Sec'y
Miss Marie E. Wiley . . Departmental Sec'y

Executive Committee
T. T. Pollard, Chr. . .... . ...... Beaumont
W. R. Banks ................ Prairie View
Term Expire~
James D. Ryan, Houston ............ 1929
Joseph J. Rhoads, Dallas . . . . . . . . . . . . 1929
Wm. Coleman, Ft. Worth .. . ........ 1930
C. H. Waller, Prairie View ... ..... . 1930
A. E. Holland, Wi hila Falls ........ 1928
I. Q. Hurdle, Austin . .. . . . . ....... . . 1928
L. M. Johnson, Ft. Worth . . . . . . . ... l 928
Ellie Alma Walls, Houston . . ........... .
John W. Rice, Dallas . . . . Executive Sec'y
The Journal grew and contained valuJblP.
rcadin!! matter on methods and professional
news. Perhaps the outstanding achieveme1!t
<'f tl1e year was the membership Campaign.
A high water mark not reached before nor
excelled since was recistered when :ibov,.
S:1000.00 was collected for membership!!.
The State Superintendent, the State Exami 'ler, local county superintendents, and many
other public officials, and principals joined
in maki :1g this year a success as to enrollment. The annual meeting at Marshall where
the Association was the guest of Wiley and
Bishop Colleges was a banner meeting.
Many fine addresses were made. Among
them were those of Dr. N. C. Newbold,
State Department of Education, Raleigh, N.
C.: Dr. John Guy Fowlkes, University of
Wisconsin, Madison. Wisconsin; Dr. Leo M.
Favrot, Field Representative, Rockerfeller
Foundation, Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Dr. J.
H. Dillard, President Slater Fund, Charlottes-
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ville, Virginia; President John W. Davis,
West Virginia Institute, W. Va.; Prof. G. T.
Bludworth, Dep't Education, Austin, Texas ;
and Prof. D. B. Taylor, State Department
of Education, Austin.
How well Mr. Banks is succeeding at
Prairie View is a matter of public knowledge.
Recently a man who is a national character
said that Prairie View is in the forefront of
Land Grant Colleges the country over. One
of Mr. Banks' recent honors is the heading
up of the committee on curriculum revision
as it pertains to Negro Schools. He is at
present chairman of the Executive Committee of the State Teachers' Association, having
been unanimously elected to fill the vacancy
created by the resignation of Mr. C. 0.
Rogers as last year's president.
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ing special musical ability he has done much
work with boys in the way of glee clubs. He
is a staunch advocate of the principles of the
White Cross League and has done much along
that line and along the line of teaching social
purity.
As forty-first president of the State Teachers' Association, he began by outlining a program for a year's work and tried hard to
work his program. The major project for
the year was based upon "The Rural Child
And His School."
The Annual meeting was held November
28th - 30th in Houston. The out-of-town
speakers were Prof. Chas. S. Johnson, Department of Research, Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn.; Miss Fannie C. Williams, Valena
C. Jon es School, New Orleans, La.; Dr. M. M.
Proffitt, Specialist in Vocational Education,
Washington, D. C.
Features of the session were: Exhibits
(chiefly by the local schools) in the City
Auditorium, A One Act Play, "Hunger", directed by Mrs. Viola Webber Colvin, Teacher of English in the Jack Yates High School,
Houston; and a Musicale participated in by
the choruses of the three Houston Negro High
Schools, and The Coleridge Taylor Club,
with Miss Ernestine Jessie Covington as guest
artist. Mr. J. Will Jones directed the high
school choruses.
The Texas Standard for this year carried
so m hel nful and inspirin!'!' articles.
The other officers -for the year were:
M. B. Davis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1st Vice
0. L. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2nd Vice
C. C. Sampson .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. 3rd Vice
Mrs. L. B. Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4th Vice
W. H. McCain .. .... . ..... .. .... 5th Vice
Mrs. 0. W. Phillips .. . ......... 6th Vice
Ellie Alma Walls . . . . Secretary-Treasurer
Miss C. M. Mayfield . ... Assistant Secretary
Miss Marie Wiley .. . Department Secretary
J. W. Ri ce ... ... . .... . Executive Secretary
0

/. I Rhoads, 1928-1929, the present
President of Bishop College though still a
young man has behind him a brilliant reputation as a school man in Texas. Mr. Rh oads
taught in the high schools of Waco and Dallas. He was principal of the high school in
Dallas at the time of his election to the presidency of Bishop. Under his leadership the
Dallas school became known far and wide
for its efficient management and hi gh scholarship. Being a Yale graduate he is one of
the best trained men in the state. He has also
done graduate work in Michigan University.
Aside from his general scholarship, Mr.
Rhoads has a fine record of community service. He is a great believer in boys, and hav-

Executive Committee
W. R. Banks, Prairie View .. ... . Chairman
J. J. Rhoads .. .. .. .... . ....... Marshall
Jas. D. Ryan ...... . ... . .. ...... Houston
Wm. Coleman ................ Ft. Worth
C. H. Waller ......... .. .. . . Prairie View
J. J. Burnett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cleburne
G. W. Saddler .. .. . .. . .... ... ..... Waco
Mrs. J. C. Frazier .. . .. .. ... . ..... Dallas
(Died during thi!! year)
H. B. P emberton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mar!!hall
M. W. Dogan ...... .. .......... Marshall
Ellie Alma Walla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Houlton
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Oscar Anderson Fuller, 1929-1930, was
born of humble parents, Caster and Francis
Mumford Fuller, on the Skipwith plantation
near Clarksville, Virginia, on August 15,
1867. At the age of seven he went to school
at the village three miles away. There he
attended school three months in the year for
six years. In the s~ring of 1881 he moved
with hi!!! parents to Danville, Virginia, where
he was put to work in a tobacco factory. As
the oldest child of the family he was obliged
to help to support the younger children; but
when work slackened he was allowed to continue his studies. During the months in
which he attended school, young Fuller always ranked at the head of his class.
In March, 1887, he joined the church; and
his pastor. Rev. H. H. Mitchell, himself a
graduate of Lincoln University, became impressed with his ambition and induced him
to enter Wayland Seminary of Washington,

D. C. It was at this institution, under the influence of the learned and Christian white
teachers that he became inspired to take his
place in the educational field. By hard work
and close application, he finished the normal
course at Wayland Seminary, and the theological course two year~ later. . During h_i.!i
five years at Wayland his schoolmg was paid
for with money earned by waiting table.
On completing the theological course, the
young- Rev. Fuller was called to Rochester,
N. Y., to organize a Baptist church among
colored people. This work was carried on
by holding meetings in the homes of the
members or wherever they could secure a
meeting place. In the meantime he enrolled
at the Rochester Free Academy, and became
inspired to further educational preparation,
especially by the lectures that were delivered
by one, Prof. Burton of the University of
Rochester.
In 1894. he resigned hi!!! work at the miu-
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ion church which was organized in Rochester
and entered Nichols Latin School where he
spent one year in preparation for entering
Bates College, Lewiston, Maine. He graduat•
ed from this institution in 1899; and in the
Fall of t 1ir~ year was appointed to succeed
Prof. J. R. E. Lee as a teacher of Latin and
Mathematics at Bishop College, Marshall,
Texas; Prnf. Lee having resigned for a position at Tu ske/!ee Institute, Tuskegee, Ala. In
1900 Prof. Fuller married Miss Blanche V.
Carr. Their home was blessed with four
child n~n. Carmina Mabel, Oscar Anderson,
.Tr., Sadie Marie, deceased, and Wayland
Carr, now a sophomore at Bishop College
Marshall, Texas. In the same year of his
marriage, Prof. Fuller was appointed Professor of Latin and Greek. In 1907 sociology
was added to his list of subjects and economics in 1922. In the spring of 1933, the
building in which the classrooms of the
School of Relipon and the chapel are located was named for him because of his many
years of service at this institution.
Prof. Fuller worked faithfully for the pro•
motion of the organization among colored
teachers i'l America; and was chairman of
the committee of nomination when Prof.
J. R. E. Lee was elected the first president of
the organization at Nashville. Tenn., in 1903.
In consideration of the service he rendered in
connection with this organization, he was
made a life member j,, 1914. H e was also a
member of the National Social Science Honor
Society, Pi Gamma Mu; the National Geo. 1?raphical Society; the American Academy
of Political and Socia 1 SciencP ; an'd the
Southern Sociological Congress.
Prof. Fuller also played an important part
in the organized movements in connection
with the social and educational life of Texas and the Southwest. He was the first secretary of the Oratorical and Athletic Conference of the Southwest. In November, 1929.
he was elected oresident for the ensuing yeai
of the Colored State Teachers' Association of
Texas of which he was a member for thirtythree years. He was a member of the local
inter-racial commission and was a valuable
rounselor in matters having to do with the
imnrovement of relations between the races
0f Mar~ha11.
On July 25. 1933, Prof. Fuller was strickPn and passed July 29. snrrounded hy his
family and a number of friends. The bodv
lay in state August l, from 9:00 to 11 :00
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A. I,l. in the Bishop College Chapel which is
located in the Oscar A. Fuller Hall.
At the Houston meeting the secretaries
w-cre reelected. Other officers wen~:
0. A. Fuller, President .......... Marshall
A. W. Jackson .................. 1st Vice
A. W. McDonald . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2nd Vice
J. P. Jones .................... 3rd Vice
J. H. Allen . ... ......... . . . .... 4th Vice
W. H. Brandon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5th Vic~
Mrs. Lethridge ...... . .. . .. . . . . _ 6th Vice
.T. _T . Rhoads, 0 . A. Fuller, and W. L. D.
Joltnson respectively were elected to succeed
W. R. Banks, J. J. Rhoads, and Mrs. Julia C.
Frazier on the Executive Committee.
Dui ing the summer of 1929, Mr. Rice was
elected to a prominent office in the OrH
Fellows Lodge. At the Houston meeting he
expressed a disinclination to try to continue
as Ex~cutiYe Secretary for the Association.
He was prevailed uno..., to k~ep this position
but soon found that he could not. In March ,
1930, R. T. Tatum, present incumbent was
elected to succeed him.
The 1930 meeting, President Fuller presiding, was held in San Antonio. The general
sessions were held in the Library Auditorium,
and the sectional meetin gs at the high school.
The local school exhibit was a feature of thiet
meeting. The president's address on the subiect, "Our Educational and Social Needs" .
is printed in full in the Standard for February, 1931 as are also full proceedings of
the San Antonio meeting.

A. W. Jackson, 1930-1931, was born in Ft.
Bend County near the town of Booth, Texas.
He began his public school training in his
native county at Thompson. He entered
Guadalupe College, Seguin. Texas in 1906.
He entered Prairie View College in 1908.
Dispersing his study with school teaching he
was able to graduate from Prairie View in
the summer of 1917. He then taught in
Nacogdoches County. From here he went to
Panola County. It was from Panola County
that he first came as a dele~ate to the State
Teachers' Association. He like!' to tell an
amusing anecdote in connection with this
incident.
Perhaps Mr. Jackson's most important
work as a teacher was done in his native
county, Ft. Bend, where he was nrincipal for
about seventeen years. Mr. Jackson is hfo:hly respected by the citizens of this community.
a fact evidenced in part by the naming of the

/t
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high school Jackson Hi g~1 Scho~l. ~e was
elected at the San ntomo meetmg, ovember, 1930 to be the 1,3rd presiden t of the State
Teachers' Association.
The 1931 meeti n(T was held in Beaumont.
This was the year ~,·he;i we felt hardest t~e
finan cial depression in the way of cuts m
teachers' salaries and short~ning and a cur.tailment of expendit:;:·::--s bv not inviting long
c,Ii stance speakers. Ic-vertk· 1 :o,3 the meeting
was a success.
Amendments propo-ed hy C. 0. Rop;en,.
W. L. Davis, L. M. J ohnsrin and H. B. P emberton were voted upon at this meeting. ThP
Secretary-Treasurer and Executive-Secretar y
volunteered salary cuts to he effective temporarily to help · ou t the de~l~ted condi_t1m 1
of the treasu ry. The associatwn permitted
the seci·etary-treasurer to drop the carrying
of a bala nce of money lost four years previously by failure of th e P alesti ne Bank in
which the former treas urer had the associa

\

tion's account depositei;.
For about five years, Mr. Jackson has been
out of the school room; until quite recently
he was with the Odd Fellows in Houston ; a
very short time ago, he succeeded the late
C. H. McGruder with the U. B. of F's.
A. W. McDonald, 1931-1932, was born in
Freestone County, near Mexia, Texas. He
attended rural public schools finishing the
course offered at an early age and entered

Prairie View State 1ormal and Industrial
College in 1913, finishing from that school
in 1916.
Mr. McDonald took an active part in all
college life being active in many of the college organizations and holding offices in the
Y. M. C. A., being chairman of the Bible
Study Committee; Vice President of the
Blackshear Literary Society, a nd Treasurer of
the Senior Class.
Since leaving college the life of Mr. McDon ald has been a continual stream. He was
elected to teach a rural school near Wortham, Texas, for four months. The trustees
granted a two months' extension of the term
before the four months had expired. This
marked the first school for Mr. McDonald.
Durin!! the month of November, 1916, Mr.
McDonald attended hi ,, first Colored Teachc-:·s' State- Association, with the late B. Y. Aycock as president in C~lvert, Texas, where he
w:is elect~d assistant reporter. In 1924, Mr.
McDonald attended the association in San
Antonio and was elected reporter during the
presidency of J. H. Rowe ; in 1929 in Houston, at the association meet, he was elected
2nd Vice President. In 1930 in San Antonio,
Mr. McDonald was elected 1st Vice President.
while in Beaumont in 1931 , he was elevated
to the Presidency with a larger majority tha11
any other pr~ident having opposition.
The next school or position held by Mr.
McDonald was Principal of Italy High
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tary Education, University of Texas; Mr .
5chool, Ital y, Texas. Leaving that system,
Worley, Director of Negro Education in Texhe came to Galveaton and taught in the Galveeton system for 12 years, 11 of which have
been at Central High School, where he now
teaches.
Mr. McDonald ie a World War Teteran with
fourteen months to his credit, twelve of which
were in France with the A. E. F. He was
a corporal and clerk in the army. He, probably, is the first world war veteran to serve
as presiden t of the association.
Mr. McDonald was president of the Prairie View Alumni Association in 1925, at
which time he proposed the establishment of
Extension schools by the Negro colleges of
Texas.
He is district commissioner of the Boy
Scouts of America; a member of the Knights
of Pythias, United Brothers of Friendship and
Sisters of Mysterious Ten; Stewart, Trustee,
Superintendent Sunday School Reedy Chapel
A. M. E. Church, the mother A. M. E. Church
in Texas.
Mr. McDonald came to CalvPston i•1 1')17, as ; H. W. Stilweii, f rcsici~nt Tex: s ~t.. lc
:•nrl on ~ of the bigl.!est even ts of hi s li fe was 'fea::hers· Acsn-.:ia Li :;n l wide I. Fu ll prohis marriage to Mis1 L. J. Greene in 1919. cccdin~;s of th '.! meeti ng ure in the Iovember
She is a graduate of Prairie View College and 1933 Sta 1dard.
Thomas William Pratt, the third child of
teacher in Central High School. Much of
D:wid
Pratt and Jane Pratt, was born in
his success is due to the inspiration which
Hunt County at Ieylandville. His father
Mrs. McDonald has furnish ed him.
The Standard for this year under the edi- died before he was seven years old. He betorship of Secretary Tatum, carry some good· gan his education at the village school, at the
articles, several being contributions by < n t- age of eleven ; his moth er moved to Greennf-state editors with n~tional reputation: Th e vill e. where her son entered school under
professor William Blain e Ross, one 0f the
Issue for April, 1933, carries the procf'e .- i11"s
fin est scholars Fisk University ever sent out.
of the Ft. Worth, 1932 meeting over which
Mr. McDonald presided. Dr. Ambro&e Cali - His college work was done at Fisk. He defra yed his way through Fisk by teaching durver, Senior Specialist in the Education oi
ing the summer in Arkansas, Georgia, and
Negroes, United States Office of Education.
Tennessee. After graduation, he taught at
Department of the Interior, and Dr. John
Kosse, Greenville, Prairie View and Dallas.
Hope, President of Atlanta University were
He has devoted much time to his church. Duramong the more important guest speakers.
ing the seven years that he was President of
T. W. Pratt, 1932-1933, was elected at the the National Sunday School Convention of
Ft. Worth meeting. By hard work and rigid the Christian Church of the United States, he
economy he succeeded in carrying on a good was selected twice as a delegate to the world
year's work and leaving a substantial balance Sunday School Convention at Los Angeles
in the treasury. His meeting was held at and Rio De Janario, Brazil, South America.
Austin, November 30 - December 2, 1933.
He is now a member of the National board of
Visiting speakers were: Miss Gladys Little, directors of the Christian Church. As a
representing GoTemor Miriam A. Fer- civic leader. he is a member of the Moreland
1mson; Miss Jessie Gray, President N. E. A. ; Branch Y. M. C. A. Committee of ManageL. W. Woods, State Superintendent of Edu- ment, Dallas Negro Chamber of Commerce
cation; Miss Jeanie M. Pinkney, Director of and Dallas Negro Welfare Council. As a
Health Education, University of Texas; Mrs. fraternalist, he holds membership in the Odd
C. H. Christian, Better Home Commissioner, Fellows, Masons, Knights of P ythias, AmeriMn. Cora M. Martin, Profe111or of Elemen- can Woodmen and Associate grand patron of
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Treasurer . . . . . . . . . . . . Sugarland, Texas
W. L. Davis, Auditor ...... Houston, Texas
Mrs. Ellie A. Walls-Montgomery,
Secretary-Treasurer . . . . Houston, Texas
R. T. Tatum, Executive Secretary,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Beaumont, Texas
Executive Committee
T. W. Pratt, Chm. . . . . . . . . . . Dallas, Texas
Thos. L. Holley . . . . . . . . San Antonio, Texas
Jas. D. Ryan ............ Houston, Texas
M. W. Dogan . . . . . . . . . . Marshall, Texas
H. T. Wise ............ Fort Worth, Texas
R. T. Tatum ....... .. .. . Beaumont, Texas
A. M. Story . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palestine, Texas
W.R. Banks ........ .. Prairie View, Texas
Mrs. Ellie A. Walls-Montgomery,
...................... Houston, Texas
T. J. Charlton .......... Beaumont~ Texas
He formulated an elaborate schedule of
objectives and plans of procedure for the
year 1933-1934, which were published in det:1il in the April, 1934 Standard. However,
Mr. Rogers was called to Oklahoma City to
s~rve as curriculum revision specialist, so
that he resigned both his positions as princioal of the Cor5-icana High School and the
nresident of the State Teachers' Association.
The Executive Committee, ablv assisted by
Mr. Banks of Prairie View, shaped up the
nrol!.ram for the Galveston meeting at which
T . B. Mitchell, first vice oresident, presided.
The foll proceedings of this meeting are recorded in the November, 1934 Standard.
The following excerpt is taken from the
St:tndard, April, 1934.
Charles 0. Rogers, the recently elected
President of the Colored Teachers' State Association of Texas, was born on a farm in
Jasper County; brought up to know and appreciate rural lift. He completed the course
C. 0. Rodgers, 1933-1935, began his admin- of study in the public schools of Jasper
istration with a very bright outlook. The County, under his father. Honesty, industry.
following officers were elected to uphold his and religious fervor were daily impressed on
hand.
him as valuable assets.
Officers
He began teaching at the early age of fifC. 0. Rogers, President .. Corsicana, Texas
teen years in the rural schools. He attendT. B. Mitchell, 1st Vice, V.-P. . .
ed summer normals as they were conducted
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kendleton, Texas
in Southeast Texas in those years. He finally
Mrs. E. S. Kennard, 2nd V.-P. Houston, Texas succeeded in saving enough money to enter
R. A. Atkinson, 3rd V.-P ... Giddings, Texas Prairie View State College in the soring of
A. D. Sheffield, 4th V.-P ... Victoria, Texas 1915 and after nine months of study there
J. A. B. Strain, 5th V.-P., Palestine, Texas completed the course of the normal departA. R. Mills, 6th V.-P ....... Seguin, Texas ment existing at that time. He returned to
Miss Maurie Wiley, Departmental
the school room until 1918, at which time hf'
Secretary ...... ..... .... . Waco, Texas was called to the U. S. Army for a period of
Mis$ C. M. Mayfield, As!?t. St;cretaryone year, leaving there as a Sergeant Major

the order of the Eastern Stars of Texas.
In the field of Education, he has been
chairman of the Negro Principals of Dallas
and President of the City Alliance of Teachers and President of Teachers' Association of
Texas.
In 1911, he married Miss Ella Marie Rice,
an accomplished musician of Dallas. Two
children have come to their home. T. W.
Pratt, Jr., an undergraduate of Fisk and
Thresa Mae Pratt, a Junior at Prairie View
Coll ege.
He- retired from the presidency under fin Pcondition because he brought new life to the
association and he went to Baltimore,Maryland to represent the association before the
National Negro Teachers in 1934.
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in the United States Army.
Prof. Rogers entered Fisk U nh-ersi ty in th e
year of 1920, completing the course with
honors fro m that institution in the year 1924,.
He attended school further at the University
of Chicago leading to the A. M. degree, which
he expects to complete during the next summer.
Prof. Rogers' teaehin~ career h: s rarri •,I
him as principal of the Jasper Colored High
School, his home town. teacher of Mathem atics in the Fisk University high school, teacher of science and coach of mathematics in th"
Attu cks hi gh school. Carbondale, Illinois.
dean of Houston College, Houston , Texas :
teacher of education. at Prairie Vi ew State
Coll ege; teacher of edueation and chemistry.
the Houston Juni or Collep:e. Houston , Texas:
teacher of education. Paul Quinn College.
Waco, Texas ; teacher of education , the Samuel Huston-Tillotson College summer school.
Austin, Texas; head of the department of
Social Science. the Booker T. Washin p:ton
hi gh school. DaII as. Texas: and Principal of
Jackson high school, Corsicana, Texas, the
last six years.
Prof. Rogers has been active in other
iields closely related to his profession a~
writer of articles for the Bulletin. the offir.ia] or!!an of the N. A. T. C. S. :the Journal of Educati on Research. the Standard. the
official ornan of C. T. S. A .. of Texas: newspapers as The H ouston Tnformer. the Dallas
Morning News. and others. H e is a rontributimr member of thP Interracial Commission of Texas: an advisory member of
the local rPlief' committee, C~rsicana. Texas; an active member of the Nati onal Association of Teachers in Colored Schools. the
National Education Association.
He heads the Teachers Association with
ambition to carry on the oolir.ies of the o ganization and to do whatPver is nos,:ihlP to
extend its services to the srhool rhil<lre11 ,.. r
Texas in general and the rolored teache ·s ol
Texas in particular.

T. B. Mitchell. 1934-1935, has the distin ction of havin g fill eil Mr. Rogers' unexpired
term and of being electf'd to sucrced him.
Mr. Mitchell is a figure of long standinr.
with the Association. Looking down the list
of officers through the years, I believe he
excels in the number of times that he has
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been fin , : ;e president.
The
o;vell Point Training School al
Ke ndletc , :·· a living testimony of the genius
of this m ,,:ssuming quiet man. Mr. Mitchell
is exp cling a well attended and profitable
meeti ng in San Antoni o this year.
His admi11istrati on has the distinction of
bringing fo rth a hi story of the Association in
the form of th e J ubilee Number of the Texa Stand:.ud. He j oins with the SecretaryTreasurer. compil er of this issue in asking all
n ·aders to send in additional valuable informa tion and such corrections as may seem
necessarv.
CHAPTER III

OTHF:R PERSONS WHO HAVE PLAYEJ,
P 011,f!NENT PARTS TN THE
ASSOCTATION
S. JULT C TJDWELL FRAZIER. for
Ion!! time tf'arh r in the D11llas High Srhool
helped shape the o olicies of th"' Association
for manv years. She several times was onP
of th Tier P r,.siden ts an d was a mPmhf'r of
thP F:x Pr n ivp Comm1llf'f' at lh P tirnf' of ],<>r
rkath in 19.'~0. She was well known i11
r·h11 rr ani! fratrrnal rircles also.
a

0

l\1'RS.

1t\REL WF'iT.EY.

t nr,..s nt th <>
0

onlY wom an princinal of a lanrp srhool i-f-T011st0n. (Cn nvfo -r] Srhool). has for ma11,,
· rr , rs takP an ar ive n;ut in thP nrim::ir r!PnartmPnt 0f the St,i t<> TP,irl1Prs' . sca'1ri,.tion.
H n spPcialtv is demonstration of primary
work with rharts and materials of the chilrlrPn'" own makin g. Mrs. Weslev was doin!!' this long bPfore the sand table and other morlern clevices wne bPin g used by our
r arl Prs in this pa t of the country. Rura 1
tParhPrs actuall y stam pede for her devices
a ftN s•wh clemonstrations.
RS. S. G. KAY, Prin cipal of Harrisbur:r
Srl1 ool, l1as heln th P offirPs of Vi ce President
and Secretar y of t ,~ Asso"iation.
MRS. L. B. Ki::F R. Dastroo. Secretary
mrn y bark in the da vs ,-.f P residents Ro1lins
and Lovinggood , is still a reg ular attendant
at the mef'tin gs. She is still teachin g and is
a high rh urchman in the A, M. E. Church of
hf' r community.
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Houston.
At the ] 920 Baltimore sess10n of the 1.1 tional Associati on of Teachers in Colored
Schools, Mrs. Robinson served as a member
r f the finance committee; also in 1921 at
Oklah oma City. In 1922, she was elected assistan t secretar y of the nati onal organization
in Hampton, Va.
Mrs. Robinson is likewise active and prominent in religious and fraternal circles, having been membership clerk of Anti och Bapti st Church of Houston, and Grand Worthy
Rece iver of Deposits (Treasurer)
for the
Court of Celan the of Texas and supreme
rep res:!ntalivc of the Sup reme Court of the
or;dcr in ]927, 1929, ]93 1. and ]933.
Becoming a memlJer of the Associati on in

MISS VIRGINIA B. MILLER, at present
an English teacher a t Booker T. Washington
High School, Houston, served the Association
over a period of years in the capacity of Vice
President and member of various committees.
Miss Miller earned a reputation as a very ef•
ficient teacher of Latin in Galve5ton , Central
High Scho~l and at Old Colored High and
Jack Yates High, Houston. F or man y years
she was an outstanding church worker at Antioch Baptist Church, Hou ston. She is noted
for her forensic ability.
MRS. FANNIE A. ROBI NSON, who served
as secretary of the Colored Teachers' Associati on of Texas from 1918 to 1926, has had
a varied and distinguished career in the educational field. She is a native of Hempstead,
where she received her elementary training;
also at Hearne Academy. She taught at
Hearne and Palestine, being head of the
English department of Lincoln High Schooi
at the latter city. She holds a bachelor oi
science degree from Prairie View State College and has done post-graduate work at the
University of Colorado. She is English teacher in Booker

T, W~shin~o~ Hi~h School ot

1910 at Galveston, Mrs. Robinson has been
identified with the organization ever since,
givino- eight years of gratis and unselfish
service and playing no small part in formulating and executing the associational program during the period while she served as
chief secretarial officer. She has seen the
organization grow from a small body to one
of the largest annual gatherings of Negro
teachers in the country and has seen many
progressive measures adopted and forward
steps made which have helped to make the
association a very helpful and influential
movement.
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the asso ::::-.tion should he something more
than a m::eting at which some papers were
read and which then degenerated into a
series of unpleasantries contingent to the
election of a president whose major tequirement was years of membership in the body. A few of the older members rallied to the
standard unfurled by this daring young man.
From then until the time of his resignation
as first Executive Secretary of the Colored
Teachers State Association, John Wyman
Rice was to the association an APOSTLE OF
PROGRESS. Such was the burden of the
complimentary speeches made by members of
the Executive Committee on the occasion of
the selection of Mr. Rice's successor at the
meeting at Bishop College in Marshall, Texas, March 15, 1930. Among those who expressed appreciation of the type of service
which he rendered and regrets that his new
work made it imperative that he sever his
official connection with us were President
M. W. Dogan of Wiley College, Mr. H. B.
Pemberton, Principal of Central High School,
MRS. ESTHER KE
ARD, has several
bee n on«" of the vice presidents of the
Associatio n. She is at present a teacher in
the Phillis Wh eatley Hi gh School, Superintendent of Beth el Baptist Sunday School, and
high in fraternal ci rcles.
Lin1 «"s

JOH J WYMAN RICE. . . . . . . . . .....
(Reprint from Standard, June, 1930.)
For forty years the Colored Teachers State
Association had been doing business in about
the same way . . Each year saw a splendid program which was in a large measure a duplicate of the previous year's program. Each y'!ar
saw a group of above five hundred teachers,
representatives of the best in our race, resemble more and more a poorly organized political party whose chief purpose was to elect a
president and whose unspoken slogan seemed to he '"The end justifies the means." In
the midst of the chaos which reigned at such
elections, a few years ago, a young school
man of not yet thirty years of age, caught a
vision of what the association ought to he
and in the face of men who had been in the
organization before he was born , had th~
hardihood to rise and say that the conduct
of the business of the association was a reproach upon the fair name of Texas Colored
Teachers, that we should have a new constitution and a better program of work, that

Marshall , Texas, and President J. J. Rhoads
of Bishop College.
Mr. Rice was, born in Thomasville
Georgia, hut moved to Texas with his parent!\
at the early age of three years. He attended public school in Dallas to the ninth grade,
did his preparatory work in Tillotson College, did his college work in Atlanta University from which institution he graduated in
1912, being valedictorian of his class. At
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Paul Quinn College, Mr. Rice began his election as assistant. The passing of Mr.
teaching career. Here he taught Latin, Greek, Riddle shortly afterward placed the responand German. Working with President Will- sibility of the office entirely upon Mr. Rice
iams, and Mr. Ford, first State Extension and those who are in pcsition to know say
Worker, he was instrumental in establishing that he is filling it with the same efficiency
the first college truck garden anct introducing which has characterized his services in the
the first pure bred stock in this institution. fields recently left by him.
For fourteen yea1s Mr. 1tice taught in the
The Association regrets losing the valuable
public schools of Dallas; during the last services of such a man and through its Exeight years of this period he was head of the ecutive Committee so expressed itself by exEnglish Department of the .tlooker T. Wash- tending Mr. Rice a vote of thanks for his
ington High School, which position he held heretofore unparalleled services to the orat the time when he was elected principal to ganization and by inviting him to retain his
succeed Mr. J. J. Rhoads.
membership in the organization although
His official connection with the Colored having transferred his work to a different
Teachers' State Association began as Educa- field. The officers who have worked with
tional Secretary in the Fort Worth session in Mr. Rice were unanimous in saying that their
1923. He, for the entertainment of the Na- contact with him was one of pleasant memtional Association collected fees by mail. This ories. Because we know him as one who never
was the first time such a plan had been tried turned backwards but who always met the
by our organization. Mr. Rice was chair- foe "breast forward ," we prophesy for him
man of the Constitution Committee·and help- great success in his new labors.
ed draft the present constitution. He was
- - - - -1-- - - - elected as first Executive Secretary and servCHAPTER IV
ed in that capacity for five years during
which time the membership increased from
PRESENT OFFICERS OF THE
500 to above 1500. During his administraASSOCIATION
tion the Texas Standard, official organ of the
association had its birth, the association be- (Reprint from Texas Standard, June, 1930)
came self-supporting, reduced railroad rates OUR RECE TLY ELECTED EXECUTIVE'.
to meetings were granted by railroad comSECRETARY
panies thus enabling the organization to meet
apart from the white association for the first
(By Ellie Alma Walls )
time.
In addition to his services in connection
The selection of Robert Theophulus Tatum
with the educational forces of our state, Mr. as executive secretary of the Colored TeachRice was editor of the Dallas Express for ten ers' Association was not a hasty action but
years, member of the Committee of Manage- was the result of careful consideration and a
ment of the Dallas Y. M. C. A. for ten years, prolonged cavass of the eligibles extending
and publicity director for the financial drive over the period December to March. Since
which netted $77,000 for the Y. M. C. A. under the present organization of the associabuilding, the cornerstone of which was rec- tion its success and progress depend more
ently laid. He also was one of the first mem- largely on this officer than on any other
bers of the Dallas Inter-racial Commission single person, the Executive Committee and
and maintained his relationship with it un- its sub-committee, the Nomination Committee,.
til he left that city. Here also he directed did well to give thought to the choice of
publicity for three successive Community this officer.
Chest Drives among the Negroes of Dallas.
The office demands a man broad in vision,
Other civic activities he also participated in academically trained, rich in experience, far
among which was the Housing Commission.
in judgment, and one who is a natural mixLast summer the Odd Fellows elected Mr. er. It calls for a man who is not seeking his
Rice Assistant Endowment Secretary of that own aggrandizement nor whatever little pecubody. Mr. Riddle, at that time holding the niary profit that may be attached to the ofposition of Endowment Secretary, was ill, fice (for indeed that is negligible as comthus it was necessary for Mr. Rice to assume pared with the amount of effort one must put
duties of secretary immediately following his forth to make the office go) but for a man
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g rcc at Teacher ' Co l leg·, Co lum bia University.
pon the dcaLh of Mr. T. J. Charlton,
Principal of Charlton-Po llard High School,
Beaumont, on December 25, 1934, Mr. Tatum
was elected Lo ucceed the deceased. Judging
from his uccess over a period of twenty
yea rs at Adams Schoo l, we prophesy for him
good luck in his new posi :ion. During the
summer of 1935 Mr. Tatu m ta ught at the
school on Ad ult Eduealion hPld al Prairie
iPw during August.

---O---

R. T. TATUM, Execulive ecreta ry of tlw
Colored Teachers ssoc iation.
- - - ------- - --- - - - - -- -who has at heart the best intnest of all tht>
teachers in the entire tate-from the teacher in the one-room school at the cro s-road
in the back woods to the teacher in the best
appointed b1?ilding in our largest cilies.
All of Lhe e qualities are po ses ed in a
marked degree by Mr. Tatum. Born in
Columbus, having had hi elementary training in the public schools of Yoakum and
Cameron, he knows something of the point
of view of the small town school. Having
studied at Wiley College, grn.duated from
from Fisk University, Mr. Tatum knows
something about our best instituli on of higher learning. Moreover, his grad uate work in
Columbia University,
ew York, and his
travels in other parts of the coun try hav en lar0ed his vision.

Ml S CHARLO'rfE M. MAYFIELD, Assi Lant Secretary since 1926, is principal of
a five-teacher schoo l at Sugarland. This
chool he ha built up from a one-room,
one-teacher organiza tion to iLs pr~sent high
rating. She is a gradua te of Prairie View
Col lege.
o well has she done her work that
she earned the recommendation of her superior officers to the end that she received a summer scholarship to Hampton Jn titnte a few
years ago.

Beaumont is proud to announce that she
has claimed the ser ice of Mr. Tatum for
even teen yea rs durino- fifteen of which he
ha been principal of the Adams School. The
Ml
MA RI£ WILEY, DeparLmen tal
new secretary i a high church man, is well
e relary sinco 1926 i a t achcr in Waco.
kn own in late fraternal circles and is a·
he is a11 ex- tudent of Fi k Univer ity and a
member of the I ati ona l Greek Letter Fragradua te of Prairie iew College. Asid_e from
ternity, the Phi Beta Sigma.
her teaching ability, she has had superior
Since I wrot the above in 1930, Mr. Tatum
musical training and is pianist of her church
has ompleted his work for the Master's De- in Waco.
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in Lilulion she received the A. M. degree,
receiving that same year, a certificate from
the New York School of Philanthropy.

ELLIE WALLS-MONTGOMERY. SecretaryTreasurer, was elected at Waco in 1926. She
was born in San Antonio, attended the elementary school s in Austin, Texas, did one
year of grammar school work in Chicago.
III. , and completed hi gh school in Houston .
Texas. She received the A. B. degree from
Fisk University, after whic-h as one of the
first two fellows of the Urban League, she
attended Columbia University from which

Mrs. Montgom ery, th n Ellie Alma Walls,
Legan teaching as an as istant to Dr. Geo.
Edmund Haynes in the Department of Sociology at Fisk nirnrsi ty, this she interspersed with work as girls' Work secretary for the
i\ew York rba11 League. During this time
she did some special investigation for the UrLa n Lca,,.ue in Baltimore, Maryland. She
then ca m ' lo Houston, where she tau ght English in Old Colored High School for two
yea rs. Fo llowing this she tau ght three years
in Kansas, where she earned a state certifical b) examination, having not majored in
Educati __, 11 while i n college. For the pa~l
several years she has tau ght mathematics in
the high schools and junior college of Houston, at present having a half day of mathematics in Jack Yates High School and two
classes in sociology and one in mathematics
in the Houston Municipal College. She has
also done summer teaching in the Tillotson·
Samuel Huston summer school and bas
stud ied mathematics for two summers in
Columhia and Minnesota Universities.
Mrs. Montgomery has been closely allied
with social service and civic projects during
her en ti re career. She was one of the founders of Dorcas Home for Delinquent Girls in

Trigo11umcll ~ Class of I:: llie \ alls-Montgomery
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Houston and was playground director for six
summers, serving five years at Emancipation
P ark and one year at Boynton Center. For
nine years she was the efficient superintendent of Wesley Chapel A. M. E. Church and
member of the Trustee Board.
In 1ovember 1930, she was nominated for
president of the Association, but saying th.:.t
she had someLhing else which she intended to
do fo r the association, she declined an l.
nominated A. W. Jackson, who was unanj.
mously elected . The something which she
wanted to do was the writin g of this hi stor y
which feeble effort falls far below what she
had hoped.
Last December in the Galveston meetin g.
Mrs. Montgomery was elected delegate to attend the . A. T. C. which met in Flordia,
Jul y 29 - August 3. On page 39 is a cut of
one of Mrs. Montgomer y's trigonometry
classes in Jack Yates School using the slide
rule.
Mrs. Montgomer y is a member of Alpha
Kappa Omega, Houston Graduate Chapter,
of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. She
has no children of her own and one of
her hobbies has been helping young people
to go to college. While she was president of
the Houston Fisk Club, she engineered the
raising of above $600.00 in a short two yea r
peri od fo r a scholarship fund. She has also
helped several young people to attend Houston Municipal College and Prairie View.

CH APTER V-Conclusion

Thjs little expediti on into fift y years of the
pa t has indeed been interesting. As we said
at the out- et there are doubtless many errors
a nd no doubt man y persons who played vital
pa rts in the Associati on are not even menti oned. Again I ask you to lay it to the not
knowi ng of the writer.
Ma ny points were cleared up. For instance,
I had often heard it said that the Constitution
adopted in 1925 was the first which the orga nization had had, but I found two others
a nd a set of By-La ws which are not at all dis,
creditable. There are yet some points of
conflict, for instance, I have been told that
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the first meeting of the Association was in
Prairie View in 1885 ; in one of last year's
Standards I found a statement which is a
quotation of one of the persons who was
present at that first meeting to the effect that
twelve teachers met in Austin in 1874 and
organized the Association. I am sure the
year is incorrect, so that it might be that the
place is also wrong.
Looking over the data which I have been
able to assemble, it appears that the body has
accomplished much in the way of immeasurable results in the way of,
Fostering a spirit of professionalism.
Creating of Certain Ideals, and
Raising of Standards.
In the way of measurable res ults it has been
helpful in influencing legislation affecting
egro Schoo ls; it has brought help to rural
schools from special funds, such as the Slater Fund, The Jeanes Fund, and the Rockefeller Foundation. It has contributed in a
s~all way to scholarship funds for orphan
children and under-privileged young people
and has always backed all proj ects for racial
up-lift. It has consistently maintained membership in the ational Association for
Teachers in Col ored Schools.
The work of the Associati on grows in
volume. Several years ago President Coleman expressed the desire and made the recommendation that the organization look forward toward the employment of a full-time
secretary. The Standard is improving in size
and quality. Our organization compares
quite fa vorabl y with the National Associati on in the matter of membership and finance.
Our executive secretary is efficient but no
man can hold his position as principal of a
large high school and do more than he does
with the Association except he is supplied
with a full-time private secretary and additiona l offi ce help.
Let us encourage the
growth of our organization.
We of a second generation reviewing this
glorious history of our founders can trul y
join with them and sing,
" Blow ye the trumpet blow .. . .
The year of Jubilee is come !"
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APPENDIX A
CONSTITUTION
(Reprinted from Proceedings of Colored
Teachers Association, Held in Waco, Texas
Dec. 26, 1906)
ARTICLE I.
SECTION 1. This organization shall be
styled "The Colored Teachers' Association
of Texas."
ARTICLE II
SECTION 1. Any person engaged m the
profession of teaching may become a member of this Association by paying the following initiation fee: Gentlemen, $1 ; ladies, 50
cents. The annual dues shall be 50 cents
each, and on neglecting to pay such dues for
three successive years, his membership shall
cease until he shall have paid the full amount
of his arrears.
ARTICLE III.
SECTION 1. The officers of the Association
shall be a President, five Vice Presidents,
Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, and a
Treasurer. The officers of the Association
shall constitute an Executive Committee.
The officers shall be chosen annually un•
less otherwise ordered, and shall hold their
respective offices until their successors are
chosen.
SECTION 2. The officers of this Association shall be chosen the last day of each annual session, a majority of the votes cast
being necessary for choice.
SECTION 3. The President, or, in his
absence, a Vice President, shall preside over
all meetings of the Association , and shall
perform such other duties usually devolving
upon such an officer.
SECTION 4. The Secretary shall keep, and
have present at each meeting, a full and accurate report of the proceedings of the Association; also a list of members in a book
for that purpose; shall conduct such correspondence as may be necessary, and shall
perform the duties usually pertaining to
similar offices of like associations.
SECTION 5. The Treasurer shall receive
and hold in safe keeping all moneys paid to
the Association; shall expend the same only
upon an order of the President and Secretary ; shall keep an account of all receipts
and expenditures, with vouchers for the latter; shall render an abstract of such accounts
to the Association annually, or when officially ordered.
SECTION 6. The Executive Committee shall
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have in charge the general interest of the
Association; shall make all necessary arrangements for its meetings, such as selecting subjects of papers, persons to present
such at the regular meeting, persons to prepare music, and secure accommodations for
teachers at the place of meeting. Further,
this committee shall see to all publications
for this Association. The program for the
annual meeting of the Association shall be
published and mailed to each member at
least two months before the annual meeting.
ARTICLE IV
SECTION 1. The annual meeting of the
Association shall be held at such time and
place as shall be determined by the vote of
the Association. In failure of the Association
to make such appointment the Executive
Committee shall have power to act.
SECTION 2. Eighteen members shall constitute a quorum.
ARTICLE V.
SECTION 1. The Constitution may be altered or amended at any regular meeting by
a two-thirds vote of the members present.
ARTICLE VI
SECTION 1. By-Laws, not inconsistent with
this Constitution, may be accepted by a twothirds vote of the members present at any
regular meeting.
Amendment I. Advisory Council
Since in multitude of counselors there is
safety, and since knowledge imbues counsel
with wisdom, and since history is the chief
source of knowledge, and since it is fitting
and becoming to complete and perpetuate the
history of worthy institutions, therefore be
it
Resolved, That there is hereby ordained
and established an Advisory Council of the
Colored State Teacheril' Association of Texas; that said Council shall be composed of
all the ex-Presidents of this Association at
any time, together with the incumbent; provided, however, that if at any time any individual who has become a member of said
Council by virtue of the confidence and trust
reposed in him by this Association, shall be
accused and proved guilty of gross, unbecoming conduct, he shall he formally expelled from said Council by a majority vote
of this Association at any regular meeting.
That the duty of said Council shall he to
act conjointly with the Executive Committee
of this Association in all its capacities, to
prepare annually and present through this
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Association at each of its regular meetings an
address to the people of the State and of the
country, and to take under advisement from
time to time such other matters as in the
judgment of the Council may tend to promote the motives and advance the welfare of
the Association, as well as any special measures this body may from time to time see
fit to refer to said Council.
That this resolution be permanently ap•
pended to the Constitution of this Associationwith the force of amendments.
BY-LAWS
(Reprinted from Proceeding~ oj Colored
Teachers' Association, 1906)
ARTICLE I.
SECTION 1. The Association shall meet
annually at such time and place as shall be
designated by the Association assembled, or
by the Executive Board after any adjournment.
ARTICLE II.
SECTION 1. The hour of meeting of the
Association on any appointed day shall be
at 10 o'clock a.m.
ARTICLE III.
SECTION 1. There shall be two divisions
of the Association, known as the Principals'
Division and General Association.
SECTION 2. The Principals' Division shall
be composed of such persons as are indicated
by the By-laws governing said division, which
shall meet on~ day prior to the meeting of
the General Association.
SECTION 3. The General Association shall
be divided into five departments, known as
Primary, Intermediate, High School, College,
and Musical.
ARTICLE IV.
SECTIO ' 1. The Executive Commjltee of
the General Association shall so arrange the
exercises or programs as to give a proper
divisi on of time to each departrn::!lt.
ARTICLE V.
SECTION 1. Each member assigned a du ty on
the program is expected to perfo rm it cheerfully and faithfull y, and any person accepting a place on the program to read or discuss
a paper shall pay 25 cents to the Association when accepting the place; whi ch sum
shall be credited on his dues or joining fee.
SECTION 2. Persons assigned to read papers before the Association must do so without failure, or if unavoidably prevented
from attending, must send papers to be read.
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ARTICLE VI.
SECTION 1. Papers prepared for the Association shall not be more than twenty-five
minutes long in their reading, provided that
the president's annual paper shall not be included.
SECTION 2. Papers in discussion shall
not be more than fifteen minutes long.
ARTICLE VII.
SECTION 1. Robert's Rules of Order shall
be the authority in deciding parliamentary
debates.
ARTICLE VIII.
SE<:TTON 1. The By-Laws may be changed
by a two-thirds vote of the Association, previous noti:·e having been given of any desired
change.
ARTICLE IX
The fo llowing shall be the order of business of the Association:
(a) Call to order by the chair.
( b) Opening exercises-singing, prayer,
etc.
(c) Roll call and reading minutes of previous session.
(d) Enrollment of new members.
(e) Appointing of committees.
(f) Program of the day.
(g) New Business.
(h) Reports of Standing Committees.
(i) Adjournment.
CONSTITUTION
PRINCIPALS' DIVISION
ARTICLE I.
SECTION 1. Name- The name of this organizati on shall be the Principals' Divisio1,
of the State Teachers Association of the
State of Texas.
SECTION 2. Obj ect-The object of this
Association shall be to promote the interest
of the Principals' work in the State; to discuss plans for advancing the higher education in the State, and to encourage a more
cordial and fratern al union among the principal teachers.
ARTICLE II.
SECTION l. Officers-The officers of thi~
Association shall be a President, two Vice
Presidents, a Secretary, a Treasurer and an
Executive Board, consisting of the officers of
the Association.
SECTION 2. Membership-All persons,
male or female, memhers of the Teachers'
Association, who are principals of schools,
presidents of colleges, principals of departments may become members of the Principals' Division.
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SECTION 3. Principals-A principal i
meant a person in charge of a school with
an assistant or assistants, whether in a city
or community, and applies to departments
as well as to schools.
SECTION 4. Fees-To become members
of the Principals' Division, persons must pay
50 cents and 25 cents annual dues.

ARTICLE III
SECTION 1. Time and Place-The Principals' Division shall hold its annual session
at the same time and place the Teachers' Association convenes, provided there are two
l:>C-~~10ns. The first session, a busi ne " meeting, which shall be called together the evening before the sitting of the Teachers' Association. At this meetino- shall be discussed
que tions to be presented to the general association for final action; questions of interest to the Principals' Division and the
annual election of officers.
SECTION 2. The second session of the
Principals' Division shall convene to render
a program before the Teachers' Association.
wl1ich pro;!'"am shall Lr in conn •:.i 100 wit!~
the Teachers' Association.
SECTION 3. The time of holdinu session
shall be fixed by the Executive C~mmittee
of the Teachers' Association.
ARTICLE IV
SECTION 1. The Executive Committee of
the Principals' Division shall prepare a pro~'.·~m of the first _session of Principals' Divis10n and announce with the proo-ram of
0
Teachers' Association.
SECTION 2. Principal s who are put on
program in both Associations are expected
to comply cheerfully.
SECTION 3. This Constitution may be
amended at any regular meeting, two-thirds
of members concurring, provided notice o'
same has been given at a previous session.
SECTION 4. Iine members shall constitute
a quorum for trai:i action of business. Princi pals must leave home one day earlier in
o~d~r- to meet fi_rst session of Principals'
D1v1s1on the evemng before sitting of Teachers' Association.
APPE DIX B.
I TER-SCHOLASTIC LEAGUE
<Reprinted from Proceedings of Thirty-Sixth
Annual Session held at Ho~ston 1920 A E
ffolland , President)
'
' · ·
State Department of Education
Austin, Texas.
'
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To the Officers and Members of the Inter-·
scholastic League of Colored Schools:
The Interscholastic League of Colored
Schools was organized last year. Though late
in starting, it held county, district, and state
meets.
Activities: It holds local, county, district,
and state meets. The winners in local meets
go to the co unty meets; the winners in the
county go to the district meets; winners in
district meets go to the state meet.
Seo pe: IL holds contests in debate, in
declamation, in essay-writing, in spelling, and
in athletics, and industrial.
Divisions: In debate for bo s and girls, in
separate divisions: (Any school may have a
boy debating team and also a girl debating
team ; boys debate with boys, and girl debate with girls, local, county, district, and
state. The winning boy team will debate the
winning girl team at the state meet). In
declamation there are divisions for boys and
girls, seniors and juniors for Class A, Class
B, ward, and rural. (Any school may have
four declaimers:-a senior hoy, a senior
girl, a junior boy, and a junior girl.) In
essay-writing, each school may 'enter two
contestants in each class, (a senior and a
junior, either boy or girl). In spelling, each
school may enter one in each of the three
divisions, senior, junior, and sub-junior
either boys or girls. In athletics, each class
of schools may have seniors and juniors,
both" boys and girls.
Classification of Schools: There are four
classes of schools; Class A, Class B, Ward,
and Rural. (A Class A school is one having
500 or more schola tics in its system of
schools or 200 in one building· Class B
school is one havinµ; less than 200 in one
h i.diri g ; a ward sc!,ool is a part of a sys•
tern of schools of a city; rural schools are
one and two-teacher schools in the rural district. A two-teacher chool in a town will
be in class B or ward.)
Membership: To become a member schools
mu t enroll and pay membership fees as follows: Class A, $4.00; Class B, $3.00; Ward
$2.00; Rural, $1.00.
Literature: Each school when membership f Pe is paid i entitled to the following : debate bulletin, ( sent only on request
fer n?t ~II schools will care to enter teams,)
cc nst1tut10n and rul es, The Leaguer, Delam:1tion book (as long as they last and to schools
not receiving one last year), and such other
bulletins and literature as may be published
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from time to time, and the list of words for
the spelling contests. These lists alone are
worth the fees to your school.
Organization.s: It has a county executive
committee, elected by the county institute,
composed of a director general, a director of
debate, a director of declamation, a director
of schools, and a director of athletics.
A district executive committee composed oi
the same named officers as named above, but
appointed by the state executive committee,
and a state executive committee.
It is highly important that county institutes
organize and elect officers early in the week,
collect fees, and send all fees with complete
mailing list of all teachers who enroll to the
state executive secretary. Membership receipts will be mailed to each member shown
on list sent. In case your institute is a joint
county institute, get your county superintendent to give you one of his periods in which
to organize. Then divide your teachers into
Class A, Class B, Ward, and Rural groups,
and secure as many fees as possible. During the Institute week is the best time to secure these advanced enrollments. We trust
you will work to secure a 100 per cent enrollment from your county. Burleson County
was the only 100 per cent county last year, and
a one-teacher school from that county won
first place, in the state meet, in rural declamation, a junior boy. Gregg County, Travis,
Harrison and Cass had a doss race for second place; Gregg was second.
If membership fees are in keeping with
our expectations we shall be able to pay at
least half the railroad fare of district winners to the state meet.
Yours truly,
L. W. Rogers, State Executive Secretary.
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hers by paying the annual fee, or life membership, as stated in Section II. of this Article.
SECTION II. Anyone not engaged in teaching may become an honorary member on
paying the regular annual, or life membership fee, which gives such a member all
rights enjoyed by regular members, except
the right to vote and hold office.
SECTION III. The annual membership fee
shall be one dollar ( $1). The life membership fee shall be five dollars ($5.00).
SECTION IV. The membership fee for those
engaged in teaching shall be one dollar and
fifty cents ($1.50) per member. If a member fails to pay his or her dues for three consecutive years, he may re-instate by paying
the annual membership fee.

ARTICLE III.
Officers, Their Nomination, Election,
and Duties
SECTION I. The officers of this association shall be elected annually, on the afternoon of the second day of the meeting, and
shall consist of a president, five vice-presidents, a treasurer, secretary, an assistant
secretary, an educational secretary, and three
auditors.
SECTION II. The president shall not be
eligible for re-election. At the expiration of
his term, he shall be a member of the Advisory Council. The president shall preside
over all the meetings of the Association as a
whole, and he shall be ex-officio chairman of
the program committee.
SECTION III. The Vice-Presidents shall
rank as First, Second, Third, Fourth, and
Fifth Vice President. In the absence of the
president, his duty shall devolve upon the
vice presidents in the order named above.
CONSTITUTION OF COLORED
SECTION IV. The Secretary and Assistant
TEACHERS' STATE ASSOCIATION
Secretary shall be elected for one term.
The secretary shall receive an annual salary
(Reprinted during A. E. Holland's Adminisof Thirty-Five Dollars ($35), and the Astration, and presumably the second constitusistant Secretary ($3) per day while the Astion of the organization) .
sociation is in session.
ARTICLE I.
SECTION V. Each officer shall perform
This organization shall be called The his duties as the title of his office suggests.
Colored Teachers' State Association, and its
SECTION VI. Officers shall be elected by
purpose shall be to promote the progress of the house.
ARTICLE IV.
education in the State of Texas.
ARTICLE II.
SECTION I. Each president, after serving
one term, shall become a member of the
Membership
SECTION I. All teachers and those en- Advisory Council.
SECTION II. The council shall pass upon
gaged in educational work may become mem-
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ARTICLE VI.
the recommendations of the out-going presiWhen Held.
dents, and return to the association for its
SECTION I. The Association shall be held
endorsement, such of his recommendations
as tend toward the further development of November of each year, beginning Thanksgiving Day and continuing through Saturthe Association and education.
SECTION III. The Council shall make a day.
SECTION II. The next place of meeting
study of the educational problems of our
shall
be determined by a majority vote of
State and of the Nation, and particularly
the
Membership
present as per secretary's
of the South, and report their findings, and
recommend their solution to the Association. roll.
ARTICLE VII.
SECTION IV. All resolutions, recommenSECTION I. This association shall become
dations, and motions, pertaining to intera member of the National Association of
racbl relations, shall be referred to the AdColored Teachers.
visory Council who shall recommend the
SECTION II. It shall be represented by
proper course pertaining to such resolutions, a duly elected representative who shall be
recommendation, or motion.
!!elected from the Advisory Council, or from
SECTION V. Should an educational, or the officers' staff of the Association.
inter-racial emergency arise, the chairman
ARTICLE VIII.
of the Advisory Council is empowered to
Committees.
call a meeting of the Council.
It shall be the duty of the president to
The president and educational secretary appoint, or have elected on the first day,
shall be ex-officio members of the meeting. according to the constitution, the commitSECTION VI. The action of this meeting tees on Disbursements, Enrollment, and Fishall he binding on this Association. In such nance from the Secretary's roll.
a meeting the Council may call upon the
ARTICLE IX.
president for funds to foster the interest of
Sections.
the educational or inter-racial relation.
SECTION I. The Association shall be diSECTIO!'l' VII. The educational secretary vided into sections for work as follows:
Principals, High School, Intermediate,
shall work in co-operation with the Advisory
Council, and his activity shall he directed Primary, Rural School, College, Vocational,
by the Council. It shall he his duty to urge Extension, and Industrial sections.
SECTION II. The heads of these departvigorously the adoption of those policies
which may have received the former sanction ments shall be appointed by the incoming
of the Association, to memorialize the educa- President.
ARTICLE X.
tional authorities, and the Legislature - of
Musicale
Texas in favor of such legislation as the
SECTION I. The receipts of the Annual
Association may have recommended, and to
submit arguments in favor of said legisla- Musicale shall be divided between the coltion before the Committee of Education of leges participating, provided that not more
the Senate and of the House respectively. than six from each college shall share in
He shall make his annual report to the As- the receipts. The receipts shall also be made
in proportion to the distance traveled.
sociation on the first day of the session.
SECTION II. An admission fee of fifty
ARTICLE V.
cents
shall he charged.
Report of Officers
ARTICLE XI
SECTION I. All officers shall make their
Amending The Constitution
reports on the afternoon of the second day,
The Constitution may be amended by a
before the election of officers, unless other- two-third vote of the membership present;
wise stated in this Constitution.
and such amendment shall become operative
SECTION II. Enrollment, financial and in the next rel!:ular session of the associadisbursement committees shall make a par- tion, provided that at least, one year's notice·
tial or full report on the afternoon of the of the proposed change was given.
second day.
ARTICLE XII.
SECTION III. All annual committees are
The minutes shall be printed and distrito make their reports on the first day of the buted to each member of the Association
session.
within 90 days after each annual session.
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ARTICLE XIII.
Thj Const ituti on hall
it adopti on.

"'O

into effect upon

APPE DIX C
Mu t recent Con titution of State Teachers \ . «0ci ::t:011 . tentatively adopted 1925
durin "" Pre iclent Pemb rton's admini stration ;
finall _; ado pted during President Coleman's
dmi istration, ]926.
·

_1irt:cie One-Name and Purpose
Sec. io~ l. This organization shall be
know.1 aJ the Colored Teachers State Associatio:~ f Texas, and it purpose shall be to
promote the proare s of egro education in
the Lat of Texas and, through the . A. T.
C. . lo assi t in the promotion of a national
rducational program for
egro youth in
merica.

Article Two--Local Units
ection 1. There is hereby authorized the
formation of city, ounty and rustri t teachers associations as affiliated units of the Colored Teachers State Asso iation of Texa .
ection 2. Any local teachers as o iation
may become an affiliated unit of the State
Teachers Association by paying a fee of two
dollars ( 2) per annum and taking out a
cha rter of membership. A local affiliated unit
may consist of any bod y of persons organiz~d
for educati onal purpo es.

Article Three- Membership and Fees
Section 1. Any teacher or othf'f friend of
education in the State of Texas or any person
who is desirous of fo terin g the interests of
education in this stat shall be eli gibl to
membership in this association.
Section 2. The membership of the Colored Teachers State Association of Texa
shall consist of annual member . life m mbers and honorary members. All members of
thi association except honorary members
shall be entitled to all of the privileges of the
s ociation, inclurung the right to vote and
to hold office.
ecti on 3. Annual members shall pay an
annual fee of 1.75 which include the price
of the official publication . n an nual member shall be entitled to a li fe membership
in this Association on the payment of a f ee
of ten dollars ( 10) . An h onorary member
shall be ch osen by vote of the Colored Teachers State As ociation in recognition of rustinguished service in the Association or in
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the cause of education in the State or nation.
· ,•ct ion 4. At the time of the payment
of the membership fee, each member shall be
gi·.-e I the opportunity to designate one sec•
tion of the Association with which he or she
is. or '.>therwise will be, especiall y identified
and the executive secretary shall record the
n:: ,1w of the said section opposite the name
of the paying member, on the memb rship
list of the Association and on the receipt isSU C'" l ti1e said membe~.
Se tion 5. The year's membership sh· II
be counted as beginning with the first of
Janlia,·y and enrung with the thirty-first of
De,.~mber.

Article Four

IJ11tie,

9/ Officers

Q

"'cl

Section 1. The officers of this Associati n
shall onsist of a president, six vice pr~sidents. a secretary-treasurer, a general dep:i rtmnntal secretary, an executive secretary and
a!l a istant secretary.
Se!"tion 2. The president shall preside at
all general meetings of the Colored Teachers tale Association and shall , in co-orerati on with the executive committee, have general charge of all of the business of the Associati on. He shall appoint all standin g and
special rommittees unle s otherwise directed
by the Association. He shall act as a member of the executive commi ttee and of the
program committee and as advising erutor of
the publi ation of th A ociation. He shall
aid in onducting campaigns in the interest
of the adoption of s hool measures. and shall
activel y rerre ent the A sociati on in matters
of school legislati on . HP shall visit Teachers' institutes and as oc iati ons in thf? in .erP. t of srhool improvemen t, and for the purpose of increasing the membership of the Association. He shall have the right to delegate
to the execu tive serretary, or to any other
offi cer or member , such of his duties as h e
may desire them to pPrform.
Section 3. The vice pre idents shall rank
as first. s cond and third vice presidents. Tn
the absence of the president his duties shall
devolve upon them in the order named. In
the event of death or resipiation of the president the vice presidents in the order named
shall s11ccePd to the office.
Section 4. The duties of the general departmen tal ~ecretar shall be to co-operate
with the president and the committee on program in preparing the agenda f br the annual
sessions of the Association and shall suoerintend, under the direction of
pre ident.
all of the sectional meetings keepino- a record
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of attendance, general interest and effectivr.ness and transmittmg to tile executive secretary such of the facts as should be presenrPd
in the permanent recorcls of th e Association.
Section 5. The executive secretary shall
be secretary to the executive committee and
shall be elected by it fo r a term of two years.
Such selections shall he subject to the con firmation of the Association at its next meeting. This officer shall give Sllch of his time
to the duties of his office as agreed upon with
the executive committee of the Associatiou ,
and receive such compensation as may be
determined by the executive committee of the
Association. The executive secretary shall establish the Association headquarters in some
city designated by the executive committee of
the Association, where he shall be provide~
with such office equipment and clerical assistance as may he deemed necessary in the
judgment of the executive committee, for the
conduct, in an efficient way, of the business
of the Association in accordance with its in•
structions.
Section 6. The Secretary-Treasurer shall
receive and issue receipt for all fees and
other moneys payable to the Association and
shall ~ive indemnity hond annually in the
sum of 150 per cent of the total receipts of
the preceding year, includin~ also the amount
of the permanent fund on hand at the time
the annual bond is made. The said bond shall
be approved by the president and shall bP
retained in his possession during his term of
office. The expense of taking out his bond
shall be paid from the current fund of the
Association.
·
The Secretary-Treasurer shall deposit all
moneys rPr.Pived by him to the credit of two
accounts designated as follows: (1) the current fund of the Colored Teachers State Associatio11 of Texas and (2) the permanent
fund of the Colored Tea~hers State Association of Texas. these two funds to he depositl
ed in senarate hanks.
All current funds shall be disbursed by the
Secretarv-Treasurer on voud1er warrants or
checks that sh1111 hear the si<>7latnre of both
the Secretarv-Treasurer and the President of
the Assori,ition. The Secretary-Treasurer shall
keel} on file a comulete Jist ~f receioted bills
and ranceJled checks.
Section 7. The president i.>nd executive
secretarv are hereby constitiJted ;:i_ committee
on T}U hlicity for the nromotion of attendance
and membershi!), campaigns, etc., and are
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hereby authorized to incur such expenses for
stationery, office help, travel, postage, pro~
gram, · attractions, badges, etc., as may be
provided in the budget for such expenses.
Section 8. Subject to the approval of executive committee the executive secretary is
hereby authorized to employ an official stenographer, who shall take the proceedings
of the annual meetings and transcribe them
for publication.
Section 9. The assistant secretary shall assist in writing the proceedings of the annual
meetings of the Association and aid the executive secretary in the performance of such
other duties as he may direct. For such services she shall he paid in the sum of five dol/
Jars ($5) per day..
. · Adv,lo.,
~O)(.'-'t.\\

Article Five

'l=:: ~tc.u~\Vf

Section 1. The past presidents of the Association shall constitute an Advisory Council
of the Association. The Advisory Council
shall give to the Association the benefit of its
experience and vision on all matters affecting
the policies and methods of the Association,
seeing to it that the organization work among
Negro teachers in Texas shall follow a sane
and healthful c~urse of progress.
Section 2. The executive committee shall
consist of the president of the Association; of
the retiring president, who shall serve for one
year after his term of office as president, preside at the meetings of the committee, and act
as chairman; the secretary-treasurer and seven
other members who shall be elected bv the
Association. The term of office of me~rs
of the executive committee, with the exception
of that of the president. who shall serve only
that time that he is president of the Association and for one year following, shall he for
three years. Vacancies on the executive com•
mittee caused by resignation, death or other
causes, shall be filled bv appointment by the
president. such an appointed member to serYe
until the next meetimr of the Association.
when such place may be filled by election. In
the event of the absence of a member from
three consecutive meetings of the committee.
his office shall be declared vacant b,· the
president and such place shall be fill~d bY
appointment by the president with the approval of the executive committee until the
next meeting of the Association.
Section 3. The president of the Association and the other members of the executive
committee shall have general charge of the
business of the Association. This committee
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shall receive and examine the annual financial report of the Associati on, which shall be
made by a competent auditor employed by
the executive committee.
Secti on 4. It shall be the duty of the
executive committee and the president to take
such acti on as may be necessary to secure
the incor poration of the Colored Teachers
State Associati on of Texas as soon as possible a rter the adoption of this constitution.
Section 5. Five members of the executive
comn~;tt';:e shall constitute a quorum at a reg•
ular r- ralled meeting.
Ser• i-r1 6. Nominatiqns for the offices of
presicnp t the vice presidents, the secretarytreasurer, the general departmental secretary
and the assistant secretary shall be made
f i;om th(! fl oor of the convention.
' Section 7. The executive committee shall
~ubmit to the Association an annual report,
in which shall be incorporated an account of
the committee's work during the year and
such recommendations concernin g the poli.
cies as in the committee's _judgment, it would
be wise for the Association to consider. It
shall be the further duty of the executive
committee to urge vigorously the ad opti on of
those poli,._;ies which may receive the formal
sanction of the Association : to memori alize
the legislature of Texas in favor of ~uch le11;islation as the associati on may have rer.om•
mended, and to submi t arµ:u~ ents in favor
of said legislati on before the committee o:ri
education in the Senate and in the Hou se re!loectively.
Section 8. The executive committee shl'lll
after the adjournment of the annual meeting
of the Association determine the time and
place of the next annual convention of the
Association.
Section 9. The executive committee shall
have the authority to employ such fi eld work•
ers and such office force. for the Colored
·feachers Association of Texas as the current funds of the Association may permit,
and as, in its judgment, may be needed for
the efficient c~rrying on of ·the activities of
the Association.
Section 10. It shall be the dutv of the
executive committee to nrepare and present
to the Association a budget covering the estimated expense of opera.ting the Association
for the fiscal year. A v+t cl e S; -,..

Permanent anlt Current Funds
Section 1. The current fund of the Colored Teachers State Association shall consist of
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all moneys set aside by the executive committee to cover the annual budget and any
other gifts so designated and applied by the
Association.
Section 2. The permanent fund of the Associati on shall consist of all the excess funds
at the close of the fiscal year together with
gifts which may be designated for that purpose.
Section 3. The secretary-treasurer shall be
custodian of the permanent fund anq the investment and depositing of this fund shall bto
direrted by a board of trustees consisting of
the president, the secretary-treasurer and the
executive secretary who shall serve as chairma n. The permanent fund of the Association
shall be invested only in such securities as
are ap oroved by the executive committee.
Section 4. The executive committee may
at its regular meeting, order transferrea from
the current fund, such part of that fund as
will not be needed for the work of the current year.
Secti on 5. The secretary-treasurer shall on
Januarv 1, 1926, make a report to the chairman of the board of trustees, and at the begi nning of each quarter year thereafter, as to
all amounts deposited to the crei:lit of the
permanent fund . The auditor employed by the
Association shall audit the accounts of both
fund s, making his report to the chairman of
the board of trustees, and his report shall
be publishf'd with the proceedings of the annual meetings of the Association.
Secti on 6. The president shall apooint
annually a committee from di stricts designated by the executive committee, consistin!!
of the vice president from the district and
four other members whose duties it shall be
to interest laymen in the work of the Association and to exert their best efforts to induce
such nersons to _join the Association either as
annual or life members.

Article Seven- Publication
Secti on 1. The publicati on of the Colored
Teachers' State Association of Texas shall
consist of a bulletin which shall be the official organ of the Association, and such other
bulletins, minutes, pro,:n-ams, etc., as the executive committee may direct. The publication
shall be under the general direction of the
executive committee. The president shall be
the advisin g editor of the nublications and
the executive secretary shall be the editor.

Article Eight- Program
Section 1.

The program committee shall
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consist of the president as chairman, and of
the chairmen of the sections or departments
of the Association.
·
Section 2. The president shall arrange the
programs of the general sessions of the Association, and shall arrange the schedule of the
sectional meetings. The president shall have
the authority to engage for the program such
out-of-state paid speakers for the Association
as the finances of the Association will permit. Such speakers for sectional meetings may
be arranged for by the president at the request of the sectional leaders.
Section 3. The chairman of each section
or department shall arrange the program of
that section and shall transmit such program
to the president not later than the first of
October preceding the annual meetings.
These programs should be so arran,:red as not
to cover more than two half-day sPssions.
Section 4. Advanced copies of the nro•
i:rram of the annual meeting shall be published not later than one month before the meeting of the Association.
Section 5. It shaII he the policy of the Association to conduct an annual musical literary program. featuring exceotional talent
both in and out of the state. These programs
shall be directed each year by a competent
person named by the president.

Article Nine-Sections and Di!T>artment.~
Section I. The deoartmP.nt work of the
Association shall be rlivided into the followinl!.' sections: (a) Elementarv. (b) Hil!'h
School, (c) Primarv, ( d) Prindoals, (e)
Colleges, (£) Home Economics anrl Extension
Denartment, (g) Parent-Teachers Association
and such other· departments as, in the oninio~
of the executive committee may become necessary.
Section 2. The officers of each section or
department shall he a chairman and a secretary-treasurer. Each section or denartment
shall elect its own officers vearlv. The chairman and secretary-treasurer shall nerform the
rluties suggested bv their titles and shall serve
as an executive committer for the performance of the work of their section.
Section 3. Anv section or deoartment
which shall fail to nrovide a nrom-am or to
meet in senarate session for deliberation in
accordance with its program shall forfeit its
or!!'anization.
Section 4. Each section. hv a maiority
vote, may assess a spe<'hl membershin fee
for its own section, such fees tQ l>i, in ch~rre
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of its own secretary-treasurer to be disbursed
by its direction of its own chairman.

Article Ten-Business Meetings and
Elections
Section I. The officers of this Association,
with the exception of the executive secretary,
shall be elected annually. No member of the
Association re.siding in the city where the
session is held shall that year, be eligible to
the office of president.
Section 2. Nominations for elective officers shall be made from the floor of the Association on the first day of the annual Convention.
Section 3. A committee on elections, composed of one person selected by each candidate for president, and one member appointed by the president of the association, shaII
prepare the names of all persons nominated
for the executive committee.
Section 4. The committee on elections
shall be furnished an alphabetical list of
members who have paid their membership
fees. As each· member presents his receipt to
the election committee and receives his ballot, his name shall be crossed from the list
as a means of checking possible duplicates.
Members who have not registered at the convention shall not be allowed to vote.
Section 5. Ballot boxes, which shall be
furnished, shall be locked be£ore the votin!!'
commences and shall be opened only by th.e
election committee which shall proceed to
count the votes and announce the result. No
person shall be allowed in the votin!!' room
except for the purpose of securing a b~Ilot.
Section 6. The main business !e!Jsion of
the Association shall occupy the morning of
the third day of the convention, hut important business may, on vote of the convention,
be transacted at any ~enerat session.
Section 7. At any
business session, a
auorum shall consi!'t of not fewer than thirtv
(30) members assembled at the aopointed
time and place.
Article Eleven-Committees
Section I. The nresident shall, in <'Onsultation with the local teachers' organization,
appoint committees in char!!e of t'he local arrangements at the city where the annual
convention is hPld, and shall appoint the following committees from the Association at
lar~e:
Committee on Resolution; Committee on
Constitution: Committee on Necrology; ComJni~e~ on Educational Progress; Committee
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on Co-operation; Committee on Research.
All committees provided for above shall be
appointed before the annual meeting of the
Association and their names published in the
bulletin at least one month before the annual
meeting.
Section 2. It shall be the duty of the committee on resolution to invite through this
bulletin and at the annual convention, suggestions as to resolutions to be proposed for
adoption at the convention. Resolutions, however, may be offered by members from the
floor.
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may be suspended at any business session of
the Association by a two-third majority of
the members present.
Section 4. All provisions of this constitution shall be in effect immediately after
adoption by the convention of the Colored
Teachers State Association of Texas.

- - - ---9--- ---STATE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
LIFE MEMBERS

Section 3. It shall be the duty of the committee on constitution to examine carefu ll y
into the provisions of the constitution of the
Colored Teachers State Association and to
propose to the Association, such changes as
it may deem advisable. All changes in the
constitution must be presented to the Association not later than the day preceding their
adoption.

L

L. C. Anderson .............. Austin

2.

J. J. Burnett . . .......... . .. Cleburne

3.

Geo. C. Charlton .. .. . . . ... Doucette

4.

G. W. Jackson ............ Corsicana

5.

W. L. D. Johnson, Sr......... Houston

6.

J. A. Kirk (Deceased) .... Fort Worth

7.

L. G. McDonald ............ Milford

Section 4. It shall be the duty of the committee on necrology to keep a list of members
whose deaths have occurred during the year,
to make a report giving the names of such
members, and where it is desirable, to prepare memorial articles for publication in the
bulletin.

8.

H. B. · Pemberton . ....... .. Marshall

9.

J. H. Riddle (Deceased) .. .. Houston

10.

A. K. Watkins .......... San Antonio

11.

M. W. Dogan .............. Marshall

Section 5. The president shall appoint
such other committees as may be provided
for by vote of the executive cormnittee.

APPENDIX E

Article Twelve-Miscellaneous Provisions

Echoes From The National Association

Section 1. Educational exhibits may be
held under the auspices of the Association in
conformity with plans approved by the president and the executive committee.
Section 2. The constitution may be amended at any business session of the Association
by a majority vote of the members present
provided that the amendment shall be read
to the convention not later than the day
preceding its adoption.
Section 3.

Any section of this constitution

A thirty hour journey over Texas prairies,
Louisiana and Mississippi low lands, Alabama and Florida red hills brought us to
the beautiful campus of Florida Agricultural
and Mechanical College. The College afforded a harmonious setting for the annual convention of the National Association of Teachers in Colored Schools.
The General theme of the convention was
"Education of the Negro for the Creation,

\
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Development, and Proper Use of Diversified
Vocational Opportunities." This theme was
considered in panel discussions, viz; The
Contribution of the Elementary Schools, The
Contribution of the Secondary and Industrial
Schools, and the Contributions of the Colleges and Professional Schools. All of these
discussions were participated in by outstanding educators in their respective fields.
The meeting was presided over in a dignified manner by its president, Dr. Garnet C.
Wilkinson of Washington, D. C. It was a
fitting high point to brilliant career that the
Association met with Mr. J. R. E. Lee its
first president and one who has the distinction of having held that office for five consecutive .terms. Among the other former presidents who were present were, Dr. John Hope,
Dr. J. C. Clark, Mrs. Mary M. Bethune, Mr.
Wm. Sanders, Mr. John W. Dav:is, Miss
Fannie C. Williams, and Mr. J. W. Scott.
Out-standing visitors to the meeting were
Senator Hodges, long time friend to Florida
A. & M., Dr. Leo M. Favrot, and Mayor L.
A. Wesson.
Representatives from recently created government departments for special work among
Negro~s _included Lawrence A. Oxley, U. S.
Comm1ss1oner of Conciliation, Department
of Labor; Eugepe Kinckle Jones, Advisor on
Negro Affairs, U. S. Department of Commerce; Ambrose Caliver, Specialist in the
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Education of .Neiroes, U. S. Office of Education; H. 0. Sargent. Federal Agent, Agricultural Education; J. H. B. Enns, F. E. R. A.,
and H. A. Hunt, F. C. A. All of these men
took active part in the proceedings and in
a special-information-giving-conference enlightened delegates as to methods of securing aid for their commanities.
The sessions were enlivened by music furnished by an all state high school chorus of
100 voices, by the college orchestra, and by
pipe organ recitals given by J. Harold
Brown, director of music of F. A. & M.
Texas iqvited the N. A. T. C. to meet
with her in Dallas next summer. Other applicants for this honor were Tuskegee and
Atlanta. The Committee on Time and Place
chose Atlanta, although part of it favored
Texas.
Texas also seconded the· nomination of
Dean Clement of Louisville Municipal College for next year's president. He was elected.
Later we shall say more about memhershi p in the N. -A. T. C. I take this opportunity· publicly to thank Mr. Ryan and Mr.
Banks who presented my name to the Executive Committee as delegate, and the
Executive Committee and the Association as
a whole who unanimously accepted the nomination.

